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Preamble

This Paint Calculator has been developed by EurotaxGlass's with the co-operation of the following members of 
the AZT advisory committee for vehicle painting:

- AZT Automotive GmbH, Allianz Technology Centre 
- Audatex Germany Data Processing GmbH
- German Federal Group of Vehicle Painters (in Main Association 
 of the German Painters Guilds) - BFL
- German Federal Association of Freelance and Independent Assessors for the Automotive Industry (BVSK)
- Paint experts of the SCHWACKE evaluation group
- Association of Accident Insurers (VDS) 
- Association of the Paint Industry, Department of Vehicle Repair Paints (VdL)
- Central Association of Car Body and Vehicle Technology (ZKF)
- Central Association of the Motor Vehicle Trade (ZDK)
 
These associations and organisations deem the Paint Calculator as being well adapted to practical circumstances 
and well suited for the calculation of repair paint jobs, especially by non-contractual paint shops.

Dear Subscriber,

The foreword and data sections of this edition of EurotaxGlass's Paints 2011 have been completely reworked and 
extended. In your own interest, you are advised to make exclusive use of this issue for your calculations.

The prices for paint materials given here are based on the price lists of the paint material suppliers available at 
the time that this publication went to press.

More recent prices were not available at the time of going to press. You will be notified immediately in the event 
of any later price changes.

The previous editions of EurotaxGlass's Paints are no longer valid.

The next edition is due to be published in March 2012.

No guarantee can be given for the correctness of the data contained in this publication. 
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Introduction/Foreword

This Paint Calculator is an extended update of the version included in the previous editions of EurotaxGlass's 
Paints.

It is based on the standard methods and materials used in painting motor vehicles.

This Paint Calculator does not require any additional calculation sheets or formulas.
Paint shops which make use of a standard form for work acceptance, orders, workshop orders or invoice prepa-
ration may wish to use the separate sheet enclosed with this Calculator. It is intended as a suggestion only, and 
may be copied or altered at will to suit individual requirements.

This Paint Calculator estimating system provides the user with: 

•	 Rapid	access	to	all	necessary	time	and	material	cost	information.	No	additional	 
 calculations are necessary.

•	 Estimating	data	for	painting/repainting	cars,	cross-country	and	commercial	vehicles.	

•	 Working	times	in	hours	appropriate	to	the	scope	of	the	relevant	repair	job

•	 Actual	material	costs	incurred,	expressed	in	£

•	 The	basis	of	estimating	for: 
 – the most widespread types and levels of painting 
 – usual panel combination data specific to the vehicle (cars, ccvs., cvs.) 
 – additional external body parts divided into sub-areas for body and add-on parts 
    made of metal and plastic parts. 

•	 Estimating	data	for	painting	dismantled	plastic	parts 
 (special notes on this are given in the Annex)

Explanatory notes on the contents

All data used in this Paint Calculator were determined and evaluated in the AZT* on the basis of REFA methods.

These mean calculated values guarantee the universal application of EurotaxGlass's Paints for the most common 
procedures and materials currently used for paint repair jobs (technical status 2011). They also apply to all vehicle 
models contained in this edition.

It should be noted that the basic painting times and paint material costs may change upwards or downwards in 
the event of future alterations in methods and/or materials.

The paint specifications published by the vehicle manufacturers may differ from the data printed in EurotaxGlass's 
Paints for manufacturer-specific reasons (organisation, methods, materials, composition of the parts etc.).

* AZT Automotive GmbH, Allianz Technology Centre 
  Head: Dr. Christoph Lauterwasser, Münchenerstrasse 89, 85737 Ismaning near Munich.
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New basis of calculation for cover coat material values

Since effect from the present edition (Book 2/2006), account is taken of VOC-compliant paints in the form of water-
based base coats and high solid clear coats. 

The respective consumption figures have been determined by AZT jointly with the German Vehicle Paint Institute 
[Institut für Fahrzeuglackierung (IFL) in paint enterprises. The calculations are based – as before – on the list 
prices of the paint manufacturers. 

With immediate effect, the surcharges agreed with the associations for the incurred residual volumes are also 
taken into account in the calculations for base coat consumption and clear coat consumption, such as for example 
settling and shrinking. 

With effect from Book 2/2006, the 100% material index (specified material values) includes all price groups in-
cluding mica, pearl and xirallic. For this reason, the previously applicable surcharge for these paints is no longer 
required. 

If extraordinarily expensive paints (e.g.muti-effect paints) are used, then these may be shown as additional items 
on the invoice. 

Powder paint repairs

In a study on repair possibilities for current automobile works powder paints, the Allianz Center of Technology 
(AZT) pays particular attention to repair costs with powder paints.

The entire study entitled "Powder paint repair possibilities" was published at the beginning of 2000 as a reprint.

Main results of this study can be summarized as follows:
Using procedures familiar to professionals, the powder paints included in this study - with only a few exceptions 
- can be repaired without problem. Due to the low viscosity of the solvents used, they should not be allowed to 
react for lengthy periods.
Repair and cost estimation procedures do not differ from practice so far.

Only in the case of the MCC Smart, with the Tridion cell 1-coat-metallic (usually anthrazit) may slight damage 
require greater repair outlay than appears at first sight. Overall, powder paint repairs of accident damage take 
no longer and cost no more than for conventional paints, whether acrylic resin or water-based. Repair shops and 
experts can therefore apply the EurotaxGlass's cost calculation method to these new materials as well.

Paint repair of scratch-resistant clear coats

Further vehicle manufacturers use meanwhile scratch-resistant clear coat systems in series production:

- Infiniti  all new vehicles from 2008
- Ferrari  all new vehicles have ceramic(s) clear coats
- Mercedes-Benz starting from 2002 possible, not for A- and B-Class
- Mitsubishi  since 2004 and all Colt since 2006
- Nissan  Murano (Z51) from 2008, 370Z (Z34) from 2009, X-Trail (T31) from 2010
- Volkswagen  is used only by the Phaeton, (colour-dependently)

(Data according to manufacturer information)

For optimal painting procedure and materials, please refer to instructions of the paint and vehicle manufactureres.

Notes for users of EurotaxGlass's Paints
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The increased scratch-resistant clear coat is not yet being applied to plastic components (bumper, trim strips).

Notes for users of EurotaxGlass‘s Paints

Paint repairs of scratch-resistant clear coats  

MERCEDES-BENZ

Various comprehensive tests were performed in the AZT on the clear coat finishes that will be released by 
DaimlerChrysler for touching up increased scratch-resistant clear coats already in use in production.
Here are the results:
By introducing sanding materials and tools that are customized for the increased scratch-resistant clear coats, 
you can easily perform routine sanding work by following the respective user instructions.
  
The engineers found that it took a bit more time to sand and polish in the area of the paint finish. When touching 
up vehicles that have been coated with the increased scratch-resistant clear coats, for each horizontal part 
(bonnet panel, roof, boot lid etc.) an extra 0,3 Hrs. should be calculated and for each vertical part (fenders, 
doors, etc.) an extra 0,1 Hrs.
If, in an individual case, higher actual material costs (e.g. clear coat from PPG, additional use of sanding materi-
als) arise, these can be offset by adjusting the materials index.

      Since June 2000, starting with type 215, new clear coats with increased scratch resistance have been in use. 
The product change-over occurred gradually in the subsequent years and was completed in mid 2004 for the 
current vehicle models. As a rule, all vehicles with the new clear coats are marked with a „C“ in front of the 
colour code on the name plate.  

For the market launch of some models, this marker was not able to be included on the name plate right from 
the start even though the vehicles were already coated with the new clear coats.

List of all models:

Model Completion of product change-over Marker

W 164 As of production start "C"

R 170 08/2003 "C"

R 171 Since production start Up to 08/2004 without the „C“ marker

W/S203 04/2004 (left-hand drive) "C"

W 203 07/2004 (right-hand drive) "C"

C 203 09/2003 "C"

C 209 04/2004 "C"

A 209 07/2004 "C"

W/S 211 09/2003 "C"

W/S 211 08/2004 (4MATIC) "C"

CL 215 08/2002 "C"

C 219 Since production start Up to 08/2004 without „C“ marker

W/V 220 09/2003 "C"

R 230 08/2003 "C"

R 251 As of production start "C"

G 463 08/2004 "C"

!  
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The standard times specified for AZT paintwork repair are based on condition of the surface to be painted.

The following are specified: 

1. The contours and edges of the sections and parts processed by the bodywork specialist must be smoothly 
bumped out or welded. If necessary, this can be achieved by using state-of-the-art body filler. The surfaces 
must be finished (without an angle grinder) so that the paint specialist can continue with the first step (grin-
ding or finishing with an orbit sander and sandpaper with a grain of P120).

2. The painter must be able to finish the surface defined in section 1 above and prepare it for the top coat in 
three stages or less: 

 - Polyester putty, fine putty, sanding filler 
 or
 - Polyester putty, spray-polyester putty, sanding filler 
 or
 - Spray-polyester putty, sanding filler

The paint job times shown in EurotaxGlass's Paint are based on the standard painting procedures required to 
ensure a flawless, high-quality finish.

Delivery condition of car body and paint

Painting of metal and plastic parts

Special investigations (performed jointly by BFL, ZKF and the Institute for Vehicle Painting) of paint jobs on plas-
tic parts have led to new estimation data.

Because special paint coats, techniques and additional paint materials are used for painting plastic surfaces, 
both the foreword and the vehicle tables are subdivided into the following sections:

1. Painting of metal parts 
2. Painting of plastic parts 
 
The explanations given in the first part of this Paint Calculator concern either generally valid matters or those 
that refer to the painting of body and add-on metal parts.

The annex summarises all the principal data for painting plastic parts.

In the tables for the individual types of vehicle, the paint items are listed in sequence as follows: 
 
1. Front, middle and rear metal parts 
2. Batch painting of metal parts
3. Series-painted plastic parts 
 
It should be noted that plastic parts are not included in the batch painting items.
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Preparation for painting

The front cover and the supplement contains the Preparation for painting table.

All data about the painting time and costs of paint materials listed in the table apply once only for each order, 
depending on the progress of the paint job.

The following factors are critical for determining the correct time and material values:

1. What type of paint is used
  - Uni/Metallic 1-coat
 or - Uni/Metallic 2-coat

2.  Which material is processed
  - metal parts
 or - plastic parts

3.  Which paint levels are required 
  - levels for metal parts   I      III      IV   or   II
 or - levels for plastic parts  K1N    K1G      K3    or   K1R     K2

4.  Where ist the paint applied
  - on the vehicle without pre-painting
 or - on the vehicle wiht pre-painting
 or - only on repaired assembly parts

 Paint routine for painting on the vehicle with pre-painting in levels:

   I     III    IV
 or K1R    K1N     K1G     K3

 - Pre-paint one or several parts OF the vehicle inside or at the seams, as well as after matching,
     asembling or welding-on
 - Complete paint job outside

5.  Which further materials to be painted
  - to a metal - an additional plastic part(s)
 or - to a plastic - an additonal metal part(s)
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Preparation for painting

6. What preparation steps are additonally required
 - Mix paint in mixer
 - Colour specimen with final tint matching
 - Two-tone painting

Criteria for the use of these additional preparation steps:

 - Mix paint mixer 
  if no ready-mixed tints are used.

 - Colour specimens and final tint matching 
  if colour specimens, or possibly re-tinting, tint comparison and paint decisions derived from these are  
  required.

 - Two-tone painting 
  if external surfaces must be painted in another colour tone. Areas of different colours e.g. in matt black on  
  exterior and/or interior parts of body panels do not count as a two-tone paint order in this sense.

1.  In case of a painting job where only metal part(s) OR only plastic part(s) are painted, the appropriate data are  
 to be taken from the table of the area "main work".

Application of preparation for painting

  Example (a)   to be taken from the table for:
  
      1-coat   2-coat    
	 	 The	work	includes	only	metal	part(s)	 	 Hrs.	 	 £	 	 Hrs.					£		 		
  in level     III   1,3   33.10  1,7  33.10 
  on the vehicle without pre-painting           

  Example (b)   to be taken from the bable for:
  
      1-coat   2-coat 
	 	 The	work	includes	only	plastic-	 	 Hrs.	 	 £	 	 Hrs.					£		
  body panel(s) in level     K1N  1,5   50.90  2,1 50.90  
  on the vehicle with pre-painting           
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Application of preparation for painting

2. However, if metal part(s) AND plastic part(s) are to be painted, there has to be made a difference between   
 "main work" and "connecting work". For the determination of the applicable data in each case, one has to   
 proceed on the base ot two rules:

+       +

 +        +

   +         +

Rule 1: The resulting time-highest preparation in the case of the actual painting job is to be considered as "main  
 work", for the alternative material (metal or plastic) the respective "connecting work" has to be evaluated.

  Example (c)   to be taken from the table for:

      1-coat  2-coat
  Metal part in level    III	 	 Hrs.	 		£	 	 Hrs.	 		£	 	
  on the vehicle without pre-painting  1,3 33.10  1,7 33.10  
  and           
	 	 Plastic-body	panel	 	 	 Hrs.	 		£	 	 Hrs.	 		£	 		
  in level    K1N   1,5 50.90  2,1 50.90  
  on the vehicle with pre-painting
         
	 	 	 	 	 	 Hrs.	 		£	 	 Hrs.	 		£
  Connecting work in level   III  0,6 15.30  0,8 15.30  
              
  Example (d)   to be taken from the table for:

      1-coat  2-coat
  Metal part in level    I		 	 Hrs.	 		£	 	 Hrs.	 		£	 	
  on the vehicle with pre-painting  1,5 50.90  2,1 50.90  
  and        
	 	 Plastic-body	panel	 	 	 Hrs.	 		£	 	 Hrs.	 		£	 		
  in level    K1R   0,4 33.10  0,7 33.10  
  on the vehicle without pre-painting
  
      Hrs.	 		£	 	 Hrs.	 		£   
  Connecting work in level   K1R  0,3 10.50  0,5 10.50  

Rule 2: For simultaneour preparations metal part(s) are always considered as "main work" additionally for 
 plastic part(s) the respective "connecting work" is to be evaluated.
      
  Example (e)    to be tekan from the table for:
  
       1-coat  2-coat   
  Metal part in level   III	 	 Hrs.	 		£	 	 Hrs.				£	 		
  on the vehicle without pre-painting  1,3   33.10  1,7  33.10 
  and
	 	 Plastic-body	panel	 	 	 Hrs.	 		£	 	 Hrs.				£	 	
  in level       K3   1,3   33.10  1,7  33.10  
  on the vehicle without pre-painting          

	 	 	 		 	 	 Hrs.	 		£	 	 Hrs.					£	 	
  Connecting work in level      K3  0,6   15.30  0,8  15.30  
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Paint types and painting techniques

The time and material expenditures are specified for two groups of paint types.

Uni/Metallic 1-coat

The paint type Uni/Metallic 1-coat refers to 2K cover paint materials for a single-coat paint job.

Uni/Metallic 2-coat

The paint type Uni/Metallic 2-coat refers to painting with a uniform or metallic base coat subsequently covered 
with 2K clear coat.

There are VOC-compliant paint systems in use: 

- Water base coat
- Clear coats HS 

If paint jobs are performed with other special-effect paints and/or in 3 or 4-coat techniques, an estimate can be 
made with the aid of the following tables on the basis of the respective

- Painting procedures
- Painting methods

   Paint structure 
 Painting procedure Paint method    (before cover coat Remarks Estimate Recommended estimated
   as usual)   paint time and material

Painting Wet on wet 1. Base coat Wet on wet Paint job (per part) 2-coat, paint levels I-IV

  2. 2K clear coat Wet on wet + poss. cover for adjacent part 2-coat, surface painting
        

     + Preparation for painting 2-coat, paint levels I-IV

    Mineral effects paints, - no material supplement already contained in the 
    e.g. mica,   materials value
    pearl, perlcolor etc.

2-coat painting procedure
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Painting with first  Wet on wet 1. First color Uniformly covering  Paint job (per part) 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
color    color tint: usually 
    withe + Paint job (per part) for first 50 % of 1 coat,
  2. Base coat Wet on wet  color surface painting
     
  3. 2K clear coat  Wet on wet + poss. cover for adjacent part 2-coat, surface painting

     + Preparation for painting 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
     + Preparation for painting  additionally of 2-color painting
      for first color

    Mineral effects paint - no material supplement already contained in the
    e.g. mica, pearl,   materials value
    perlcolor etc.  

 Dry and sanding  1. First color Uniformly covering   Paint job (per part) 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
 first color   color tint: usually 
    white + Paint job (per part) for first 1-coat, surface painting
    Dry and sanding  color
     + poss. cover for adjacent part 2-coat, surface painting
  2. Base coat   

  3. 2K clear coat Wet on wet 
         + Preparation for painting 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
     + Preparation for painting additionally of 2-color painting
      for first color

    Mineral effects paint - no material supplement already contained in the
    e.g. mica, pearl,   materials value
    perlcolor etc.   

Painting with two Wet on wet 1. Base coat   Paint job (per part) 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
clear coats
  2. Clear tinted  Wet on wet + Paint job (per part) for colored 50 % of 1 coat,
   coat   clear coat surface painting 

  3. 2K clear coat Wet on wet + poss. cover for adjacent part 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
      
     + Preparation for painting 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
     + Preparation for painting for additionally of 2-color painting
      colored clear coat

    Mineral effects paint - no material supplement already contained in the
    e.g. mica, pearl,   materials value
    perlcolor etc.  

 Painting with 1. Base coat  Paint job (per part) 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
 two clear coats
  2. Clear or Wet on wet + Paint job (per part) for first 1-coat, surface painting
   tinted Dry and sanding  clear coat
   coat 

  3. 2K clear coat  + poss. cover for adjacent part 2-coat, surface painting
      
     + Preparation for painting 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
     + Poss. preparation for painting additionally of 2-color painting
      for colored clear coat

    Mineral effects paint - no material supplement already contained in the
    e.g. mica, pearl,    material svalue
    perlcolor etc.  

3-coat   -   painting procedure

   Paint structure 
 Painting procedure Paint method    (before cover coat Remarks Estimate Recommended estimated
   as usual)   paint time and material
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    Paint structure 
 Painting Paint method    (before cover coat Remarks Estimate Recommended estimated
  procedure   as usual)    paint time and material

Painting with  Wet on wet 1. First color Univormly covering  Paint job (per part) 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
first color and    colour tint: usually 
two layers of    white + Paint job (per part) for first  1-coat, surface painting
clear coat   2. Base coat Wet on wet  color and first clear coat

  3. Colored Wet on wet + poss. cover for adjacent part 150 % of 2-coat, surface  
             clear coat painting

  4. 2K clear coat Wet on wet + Preparation for painting 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
    + Preparation for painting for additionally of 2-colour painting
     first color
    + Preparation for painting for additionally of 2-colour painting
     colored clear coat

   Mineral effects paints - no material supplement already contained in the 
   e.g. mica, pearl,   material svalue
   perlcolor etc.   

 Dry and sanding 1. First color Univormly covering Paint job (per part) 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
 first color an,   colour tint: usually
 clear coat layers   white + Paint job (per part) for first  150 % of 1 coat, surface
 wet on wet 2. Base coat Dry and sanding  color and first clear coat painting

  3. Colored Wet on wet +  poss.cover for adjacent part 150 % of 2-coat, surface
      clear coat    painting
     
  4. 2K clear coat Wet on wet + Preparation for painting 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
    + Preparation for painting for  additionally of 2-colour painting
     first color
    + Preparation for painting for additionally of 2-colour painting
     colored clear coat

   e.g. mica, pearl, - no material supplement already contained in the 
   perlcolor etc.   material svalue 
       

 Wet on wet 1. First color Uniformly covering Paint job (per part) 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
 Dry and sanding   colour tint: usually 
 first clear coat  white + Paint job (per part) for first  150 % of 1 coat
  2. Base coat Wet on wet  color and first clear coat surface painting

  3. Clear or color Wet on wet +  poss.cover for adjacent part 150 % of 2-coat, surface
      coat Dry and sanding   painting
    
  4. 2K clear coat  + Preparation for painting 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
    + Preparation for painting for additonally of 2-colour painting
     first color
    + poss. preparatin for painting additionally of 2-colour painting
     for colored clear coat

   Mineral effects paints - no material supplement already contained in the 
   e.g. mica, pearl,   materials value
   perlcolor etc.  

 Dry an sanding  1. First color Uniformly covering Paint job (per part) 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
 primer and first  colour tint: usually 
 clear coat  white + Paint job (per part) for first 200 % of 1 coat, surface
   Dry and sanding  color and first clear coat painting

  2. Base coat  + poss. cover for adjacent part 200 % of 2-coat, surface
      painting
  3. Clear or colored Wet on wet 
      coat Dry and sanding + Preparation for painting 2-coat, paint levels I-IV
    + Preparation for painting for additionally of 2-colour painting
  4. 2K clear coat   first color
    + Preparation for painting for additionally of 2-colour painting
     colored clear coat

   Mineral effects paints - no material supplement already contained in the 
   e.g. mica, pearl,   materials value
   perlcolor etc.  

4-coat   -   painting procedure
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Spot painting 
(Touching up specific areas, as well as painting parts of bumpers which have been subjected to scrape damage)

This data sheet has been prepared by the Institut für Fahrzeuglackierung (IFL) in collaboration with the 
Arbeitskreis der öffentlich bestellten und vereidigten Sachverständigen für Fahrzeuglackierung im Maler und 
Lackiererhandwerk (a working circle of publicly appointed and sworn vehicle painting experts for paint and varnish 
work), the Bundesfachgruppe Fahrzeuglackierer im Hauptverband Farbe, Gestaltung, Bautenschutz (BFL – a 
German association of vehicle painters), the Allianz Zentrum für Technik (AZT – known in English as the Allianz 
Center of Technology) and the Ausschuss Autolackierung und Oberflächentechnik im Zentralverband Karosserie 
und Fahrzeugtechnik (ZFK – a car painting and surface engineering committee).

This data sheet shows the methods currently available for performing spot paintwork. Spot paintwork is a repair 
method where the repair work is limited to the damaged area without applying a clear coat to the entire object.

No matter how big or small the damaged spot which is being painted, every spot paintwork job (including the 
preliminary work required) is a painting job. As such, all requirements laid down by industrial law must be fulfilled, 
and all statutory regulations regarding air purification, water protection, and the specific body of regulations for 
occupational health and safety must be complied with and applied.

Spot paintwork  is a painting method
1
 in which the long-term performance of the junction point between the old 

and new coat of clear paint has not been scientifically investigated yet. There is the danger of tear-off edges 
appearing on the junction point every time the area is polished. Some customers want inexpensive alternatives 
- in some cases, this method, while not achieving a high-quality finish, may be more suitable, considering the age 
and condition of the vehicle.

The following shows when spot painting should be used, and when it should not be used (for technical and cost 
reasons)

Should be used:

- An area up to 3.5 cm in size has been damaged. There is scrape damage on the side and edge of the bumper. 
Both types of damage require only minimal stopping work.

- There is no more than one damaged spot on each part.
- 2-coat paintwork
- Repair work is being performed on the vehicle (but not on parts which have been removed). Any assembly work 

which may be required will also be invoiced.
- Glossy paintwork (but not if the paintwork is aimed at reducing the gloss)

Should not be used:

- Paintwork involving two different colours (e.g. only one colour is required for the Mercedes bumper)
- Powder slurry 2-coated vehicles (cut-off edges can appear on this base paint the very first time it is polished).

1   When the base and the clear coat undergo spot painting, part of the paintwork will disappear over time. The junction point between the old and new 
coat is then polished in order to ensure a uniform appearance.

Data sheet for spot paintwork
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For technical and cost reasons, the surface of the body should be divided into the following zones:

Zone A:

Horizontal surfaces such as the front and rear 
bonnet, the roof as far as the lower edge of the glass.

Spot painting should not be used in this zone.

Zone B:

Vertical surfaces such as the area from the lower 
edge of the glass to the middle of the door or the 
centre cowl / lining strip, the mudguard and side 
panel as far as the wheel arch, the vertical part of the 
rear bonnet as far as the bumper, the lower edge of 
the front bonnet as far as the bumper.

Spot pointing should only be used in this zone if the 
damage is located close to an edge and the colour is 
suitable for spot painting1.

Zone C:

Remaining external surfaces, all internal and 
covered surfaces (number plate, strips, bumpers).

Spot painting should be used on all these surfaces 
without exception.
If there is scrape damage on the side or corner of 
the bumper, larger surfaces can also be spot painted 
with a base and clear coat using a normal spray gun. 
Edges and elevations should be used as cut-off points.

1 This also depends on who manufactured the paint, e.g. colour variations, blushing in the junction area (caused by small spray guns), brighter or darker 
paint due to dry spraying at low air pressure, pearl effect, paintwork with brightness and/or colour flops, etc.

Data sheet for spot paintwork
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Example with water-based paint for 
damaged areas:

 one two
Working 
time in

Painting 
material in

Working 
time in

Working 
time in

Painting 
material in

Painting 
material in

Data sheet for spot paintwork:

- No external inlays must be left behind as they will mar the overall appearance of the paintwork
- The colour used during spot painting must match the colour elsewhere on the vehicle
- Repairing the area must not cause faults in the surface to become visible
- In zone C, slightly uneven areas, barely detectable sanding positions and minor painting mistakes are 

permitted as long as they do not mar the overall appearance of the paintwork
- The vehicle should be examined for visible damage with the naked eye with no other aids (apart from aids 

for people with poor eyesight). The vehicle must be examined in an area with a steady supply of artificial 
(sufficiently bright) light or diffuse, natural daylight. Direct sunlight must be avoided.

Material:

- A 2-component final coat must be applied.
- A standard base paint must be used.
- Inks and dyed varnishes must not be used.
- The paint used for the final coat must have the fuel resistance specified in VDA Test sheet 621-412 (maximum 

figure 3 in accordance with DIN 532301). Given the current state of knowledge, the 2-component clear coats 
recommended by paint manufacturers for this repair method meet these requirements.

- The material used must be strong enough to prevent cut-off edges appearing, even after the surface has been 
polished several times.

Reaching a decision:

- The painting specialist decides what sort of paintwork will be carried out to repair the vehicle: painting level 
2, painting level 3 or spot painting. If possible, he should consult the customer, the vehicle assessor or the 
insurance company when making his decision.

- If the vehicle undergoes painting level 2 or 3 at the reworking stage, the customer must not be charged for the 
attempt to repair the vehicle using spot painting. The customer must only be charged for the painting level 
used during reworking.

Costing values:

These costing values form part 
of the EurotaxGlass’s paintwork 
calculation system and can be used
for such paintwork.

- Preparation of spot painting 0,5 33.10 0,5 33.10 0,5 33.10

- Mixing the paint (water-based paint) 0,3 -- 0,3 -- 0,3 --

- Colour sample (water-based paint) 0,3 3.50 0,3 3.50 0,3 3.50

- Spot painting per damaged area 0,9 4.69 0,9 4.69 1,8 9.38

    2,0 41.29 2,9 45.98

Every instance of usage requires prior written consent from EurotaxGlass’s. This applies in particular to 
reproduction, editing, translating, micro-filming and saving and editing in electronic data processing systems.

1 Literature:
- VDA Test sheet 621-421 – Paint-based tests – chemical resistance of vehicle paints
- DIN 53230 Assessment system for evaluating tests

hrs £ £ hrshrs £

Data sheet for spot paintwork
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Calculation values:

All calculation values are taken from the table “Preparation for painting” (preparing to carry out paintwork) in the 
AZT/EurotaxGlass’s Painting list. 
- Colour sample: see default value for colour samples
- Preparation: see 2-coat default value in the right-hand column
- Per damaged area: see default value for surface processing time for spot repair
The default times and material values were specified in collaboration with the Allianz Zentrum für Technik and 
have been recommended for spot painting.

The calculation times were calculated on the basis of the following conditions from environmental, occupati-
onal safety and VOC regulations:

- All painting work was performed with a spray mask
- The paintwork was only performed in a spray booth which was in operation, a spray stand or using an underground 

suction unit.
- Sanding work was performed using a dust suction unit and a dust mask

The labour values contain the following requirements: 
Spray guns:

- Spot painting was performed with the small spray gun
- Scrape damage to the bumper was performed with the large spray gun.

Job content:

- Handing over the job – this also includes specifying the scope of the job
- Recording the time required to complete the job (when job is started/ended)
- Moving the vehicle
- Working out the correct colours to use
- Mixing the paint
- Creating colour samples
- Preparatory work and treating the damaged area depending on the degree of damage and the repair material 

(see scope of treatment)

Scope of treatment:

- Cleaning
- Cover an area of approx. 1.5 m around the damaged part
- Polishing (only if necessary)
- Sanding
- Scraping and sanding (only if required)
- Applying a ground coat, or spraying and sanding the primer
- Spraying base coat, clear coat and mixer
- Finish

Data sheet for spot paintwork
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The time and material data given in EurotaxGlass's Paint for painting metal parts presented here is subdivided 
into four paint levels. This classification is based on the initial or delivery condition as well as standard paint-shop 
practice.

All German car manufacturers who are members of the Automotive Industry Association (VDA) have agreed on a 
standardised classification and definition of the paint levels.

EurotaxGlass's Paint has also made exclusive use of these paint levels since Issue 1/93.

Painting of new panels - complete paint structure
E = Welded-on panel

I

New panel
E

II

Repair painting with smoothing of more than 50 % 
of the surface of a panel

IV

I

New panel
M Painting of new panels - complete paint structure

M = Add-on panel

Surface

Interior 
panel

Surface
Example: minor damage to surface (without smoothing work)
Matching of colour tint

Interior painting
Painting of new and repaired interior panels (inclusive of smoothing work)  (engine room 
 exposed and cleaned - see additional work)

Repair painting with smoothing up to 50 % 
of the surface of a panel

III

Repair
to 50 %

Repair
over 50 %

Paint levels

II

Paint levels for metal parts
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Preparation Movement of vehicle and panels x x x x
for painting Preparing, cleaning and clearing away 
 installations, tools, equipment and materials x x x x
 Preparing material, clearing up residues x x x x
 Fitting and removing protective clothing x x x x
 Covering the car x x x x
 Drying times, finish x x x x

           Additionally, if required:
 Mix paint in mixer x x x x
 Color samples and final matching of color tint x x x x 
 
Paint Clean panel (several times if required) x x x x
application Apply and subsequently remove masking x x x x
 Sanding before smoothing x  x x
  before fillings x  x x
  of interior surface x  x x
  before applying cover coat x x x x

 Smoothing  of repaired panel   x x
  minor damage due to transport and storage x
  welding joints x

 Priming  of repaired panel   x x
 + filling  of new panel x   

 Apply external protection against stone damage x  x x

 Cover  Uni/Metallic 1 coat
 coating  or 
  Uni/Metallic 2-coat
  Exterior surface of panel  x 
  Exterior (and interior surface where applicable)   x x
  Exterior surface of panel x
  (and interior surface where not previously
  painted)

Areas (max. 10 cm) adjacent to new panels welded on x
to body have been included.

If a larger area adjacent to the repaired panels has to be
colour-matched (re-sprayed), the values in levels
 II   or  III  should be added as appropriate.

The table represents the main estimated operations in the individual paint levels.

Operations

Paint levels

IVIIIIII

Operations involved in the EurotaxGlass's estimation data for painting metal parts
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The special table Mean values for painting metal parts OFF the vehicle was developed for estimating the painting 
of non-series or non-series-painted vehicle parts which are not already included in the basic model.

As already indicated in the header for the table, it is assumed that these parts are in principle painted OFF the 
vehicle.

The arrival condition of the part as well as the type of cover coat will determine the paint level in each case.

These other vehicle parts may be used to supplement the paint job for a vehicle or may be used separately.

The estimation data for Preparation for painting must be selected accordingly.

All materials (see tables above) which are required for the correct performance of a paint job are included in the 
specified values on the basis of the paint level.

The material costs listed in the tables are calculated on the basis of the actual material consumption and the 
material costs per unit (purchase prices without VAT are derived from the relevant applicable price lists of the 
paint material suppliers).

The prices contain all usual effects paints e.g. Metallic, Mica, Pearl, Xirallic etc....

Became additional with the computation of the materials values for basis and clear coat an appropriate value 
for residues e.g.: pour and decrease considered.

Special table for metal parts

Paint materials for metal parts

 Paintmaterial: VOC-conformal systems

 - Grinding paper - Hardener
  - grinding paper (hand)  - activator for primer
  - grinding paper (oscillator)  - 2-K hardener
  - adhesive sander disks -Thinner/Cleaning thinner
  - fibre sander disks  - 2-K thinner/adjusting additive/dem. water
  - scotch brite  - silicone remover/degreaser
 - Stopper  - cleaning thinner
  - stopper polyester - Material for special operational areas
  - stopper spray filler  - stone chip
  - soft-fine plastic - Additive
 - Primer/Filler  - masking paper 20 breadth
  - reactive adhesion primer  - masking paper 90 breadth
  - 2-K HS primer filler  - masking tape 19 breadth
 - Lacquer  - border masking tape 6 breadth
  - 2-K Lacquer  - face mask
  - water base coat (incl. mica, pearl, xirallic etc.)
  - clear coat HS
  - matt lack
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If the paint work requires additional operations, the labour hours and material costs should be calculated sepa-
rately. Such work may include:

- Colour tone search on the vehicle
 a) if no colour code or colour number is available on the vehicle or in the service or maintenance logs, or if no  
  mixing recipe is avaliable, or if the mising recipe is incorrect (e.g. serial production new vehicle...), or
 b) in the case of unpainted vehicles without reference to colour code or colour number

-  Removal and refitting of decorative, add-on and body items

- Excluded work items

- Exposure of the paint area in the engine compartment

- Removal of protective wax and preservative materials

- Application of underbody protection

- Sealing works

- Cavity conservation works

- Paint internal parts (e.g. vehicle floor, dashboard metal, rear shelf metal etc.)

- Removal of rust in order to produce a paint-compatible surface (see section "delivery condition")

- Painting the folds and interior surfaces of parts when repainting a vehicle in paint stage  II     or   III

For painting dismantled vehicle panels and non-serial parts or non-serial painted parts, the painting times and 
costs of painting materials should be obtained from the special tables for metal or plastic panels.

Additional work
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The calculation of estimates for paint fefinishing on vehicles with two-tone colour schemes is very simple.
The two most commonly used techniques and the way of estimating them will be described below. However, the cal-
culations are only valid for traditional two-tone finishes, and do not apply to designs, stripes or special paints.

Variant B

- Rub down body panel or part to remove 
all coats including fillers and old paint

    +
- Paint first partial area in paint of the first 

colour tone
    +
- Paint second partial area in paint of the 

second colour tone

Techniques

Variant B

- Labour time and material for the first 
partial area of the panel or part in the 
relevant paint level and paint of the first 
colour tone

    +
- Labour time and material for the second 

partial area of the panel or part in the re-
levant paint level and paint of the second 
colour tone 

Variant A

- Labour time and material for body panel 
or part in the relevant paint level and paint 
of the first colour tone

    +
- Labour time and material for partial area 

in paint level  II  and the relevant paint of 
the second colour tone

Variant A

- Paint body panel or part inclusive of cover 
coat in paint level and type of the first co-
lour tone

+

- Paint part surface (level  II   ) in paint type 
of the second colour tone

    +  
 - Preparation time and material for the relevant paint levels and paint type
	 	 Preparation	 	 0,3	-	2,1	hrs.	 30.70	-	50.90	£	
  Possibly additional times for:
  Mixing paint in mixer  0,2 - 0,3 hrs. -----------
	 	 Colour	sample	and	final	tint	matching	 	 0,2	-	0,3	hrs.	 3.50	£
    +
 - Additional preparation time and material for 2-tone painting 
	 	 Preparation	 	 0,1	hrs.	 23.00	£
  Possibly additional times for:
  Mixing paint in mixer  0,2 - 0,3 hrs. -----------
	 	 Colour	sample	and	final	tint	matching	 	 0,2	-	0,3	hrs.	 3.50	£

Two-tone painting

Estimating costs
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Individual paint shops may wish to adjust the listed paint material costs to their respective circumstances by means 
of a paint material index.

Procedure for determining the paint material index:

 1 Extract the average material cost listings and the corresponding preparation costs as given in the Calculator  
 for at least three typical paintwork orders.

 2 For the same paintwork orders as well as for the pro-rata preparation work, work out the actual costs for  
 the paint shop and compare them.

 3 Add the material costs together.

 4 Any relevant aspects of the material costs specific to the paint shop should be included in the calculation.

 5 The material costs are obtained by addition or subtraction.

 6 The two costs obtained in this way are compared and their ratio or index is calculated by using the following  
 formula:

 Index =

 7 The index should always be checked by the paint shop after the publication of the new edition of Painting as  
 well as after the publicatin of new price lists from your paints supplier or changes in relefant circumstances  
 of your paint shop, and recalculated if required.

Note:
Supplements for residues as for example pour and decrease are contained in the materials values of the AZT 
painting calculation. An index adjustment for this reason is not necessary.

Paint shop material costs
EurotaxGlass's Calculator material costs

Paint material index

Paint material costs

The determination of the respective painting material costs can be done appropriately and simply with the up-
to-date data on hands.

Because of alleged simpler calculation, the painting material is determined by users also with a percentage of 
teh lacquer wages. However, those painting material costs become dependent on the hourly rates of the paint 
finish used in each case.
Therefore, this calculation method is wrong!
The EurotaxGlass's paint material costs are based on the quantities consumed by the individual materials 
(depending on the job, the types of paint, the paint levels, and the painting surface) and the expense for each 
material unit. 

With this, accurate cost calculation is ensured.  
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2 AUDI 80 wing (1-coat, level   I   ) *

								 (used	and	not	further	£..........................
 usable quantities)

 HONDA CIVIC vehicle side*
 (2-coat, level   III )

	 (used	and	not	further	£..........................
 usable quantities)

 VW GOLF II complete painting*
 (2-coat, level  III )

	 (used	and	not	further	£..........................
 usable quantities)

3	 Interim	sum	 £..........................

4 Quantity discount/
	 Bonus	.....%		minus		 £..........................

 Material-
	 overheads	.....%	 £..........................
 (storage)
  
 Risk,
	 Profit	.....%	 £..........................

5 Material costs of my paint shop

	 	 £..........................

1 AUDI 80 wing (1-coat, level   I   ) *

	 	 £..........................
	 (preparation)	 £..........................

 HONDA CIVIC vehicle side*
 (2-coat, level  III )

	 	 £..........................
	 (preparation)	 £..........................

 VW GOLF II complete painting*
 (2-coat, level   III )

	 	 £..........................
	 (preparation)	 £..........................

3	 Interim	sum	 £..........................

5 Material costs as per EurotaxGlass's
 Calculator
	 	 £..........................

6    Index calculation

In every calculation, the added material costs are multiplied by the index as calculated above
*  =   Example

Calculator material costs
(preparation separate)

Material costs of my paint shop according to 
to recalculation (incl. preparation)

=  ......................
£...................		x	100

£..................

Example of calculating a paint material index

2
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A sketch of the paint zones is included in explanation and information. 

The user ist provided with additional relevant information in the tables pertaining to the zone in question.

The relevant parts and their possible zones are:

Parts designation Zones

Front wing, section B, C, D, E
Door, complete (including window frame) K
Door, complete (excluding window frame, up to window line) F
Door, sections B, C, D, E
Window frame A
Rear wing / quarter panel, complete (including C pillar to roof) K
Rear wing / quarter panel, complete (excluding C pillar to window line) F
Rear wing / quarter panel, section B, C, D, E
C Pillar A

If two or more partial areas are peinted on a panel, the value of the complete panel should always be taken 
for calculation.

Partial areas of body surfaces can be painted only if the constuctional configuration/design allows a subdivision 
into separate paint areas.

At strongly marked adges and flanges, as well as at decorative stripes, a subdivision into paint areas usually pre-
sents no problems. A subdivision at somewhat less marked edges can be made only if perfect partial cover can 
be ensured by using a device such as a projecting masking tape.

      Parts designation   Zones

 For A pillar (complete), sill panels rear side panel and side roof  SR  
 SR = Painting of the complete side frame is included!   
 

  
1. The 1-coat powder layer anthrazit of the Tridion cell of the MCC Smart (up to model year 2000.), makes  
 partial painting impossible. The values of all partial areas of the side frame thus refer to painting of the  
 complete side frame.

MCC Smart

Paint zone identification

  
2. Starting from model year 2001 all vehicles painted by the factory in a 1-coat black or 2-coat silver. There- 
 fore the paint repair of each individual position can be executed with the usual 2-coat repair procedures.
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The parts/panels must comprise all series-painted metal parts of the relevant model of car.

Front of car: - All exterior front panels
 - Both front wings, complete
 - Front bonnet
    As well as, depending oin the model:
 - Front apron
 - Front grille
 - Side panel, front
 - etc.

Side of car: - Front wing, complete
 - Front door, complete
 - Sill panel
 - Rear side panel, complete
   as well as, depending on the model:
 - Front and rear side panel
 - Rear door, complete
 - Rear wing

Rear of car: - All rear panels
 - Both rear side panels, complete
 - Rear bonnet/rear doors
    As well, as depending on the model:
 - Rear apron
 - Both rear wings
 - etc.

Complete painting - Front of car
without roof: - Rear of car
 - All doors complete
 - Both sill panels

Complete painting: - Complete painting without roof
 - Roof

The Additional work section describes the labour times and material costs which should in principle be additinally 
included in the estimate.

The estimation data for non-series or non-series-painted parts in each relevant case may be derived from the 
special table Mean values for painting metal parts OFF the vehicle.

It should be noted that plasticparts are not included in the batch painting items!

Explanatory note for painting private cars
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Paintwork order: Mercedes C180- C320 (W203) 2000-
 Uni/Metallic 2-coat painting (ready-made tint of a water base coat;   
 a colour sample ist prepared)

 - Paint front wing (replaced)

 - Paint front left wing (replaced)
   (panel beaten less than 50% smoothing area)

Basic conditions: - All labour times and material costs must be added

  - The labour time and material for the preparation for painting are added   
   for each applicatin of paint

  - For larger repair paint jobs, batch items should be used as far as possible

  - It is important to observe the paint types and paint levels

Application example - privat car

Calculation:  Labour Material
	 	 				hrs																							£

 - Front wing complete 1,2 71.30
   (level   I   )

 - Front door (4-door) complete 1,5 60.10
   (level   III  )

 - Preparation for painting 2,1 50.90
   (Wing dismantled and primed;
   both parts of vehicle completely painted)

 - Mix paint in mixer 0,3 ------

 - Colour sample and final colour matching 0,3   3.50

 
 Total labour time 5,4 hrs
	 Total	paint	material	 	 185.80	 £
 (by paint material index 100%)
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 1010 Front bumper
 1015 Front bumper - upper
 1020 Front bumper - center
 1030 Front bumper -  lower
 1060 Front bumper cover
 1070 Front bumper cover - center
 1080 Front bumper cover - side
 1090 Licence plate cover
 1100 Front skirt
 1105 Front skirt - center
 1110 Front spoiler - side
 1120 Front spoiler
 1125 Front spoiler - center
 1130 Front spoiler - side
 1150 Headlamp rim
 1160 Headlamp housing/body
 1170 Headlamp cover assembly
 1175 Front cover
 1180 Front cover complete
 1185 Front cover - upper
 1190 Front cover - center

 1195 Front cover - lower
 1200 Front grille
 1220 Front cover (below H/lamps)
 1230 Front panel complete
 1240 Front panel - upper
 1250 Front panel - center
 1260 Front panel - lower
 1310 Front panel inner complete
 1320 Front panel inner - upper, complete
 1330 Front panel inner - upper
 1340 Front panel inner - side
 1350 Front panel inner - lower
 1400 Front wing
 1440 Side panel - front
 1810 „A“ post - upper (windscreen pillar)
 1840 „A“ post protective moulding
 1920 Wheelhouse less bulkhead
 1930 Engine compartment less bulkhead
 1940 Luggage compartment (front of vehicle)
 2060 Exterior mirror

1400 1440

1180/1230

1185/1240

1190/1250

1195/1260

1175/1185/1240

1200

1175/1250

1015/1060

1220

1010 1125 1030/1110 2060

1170

1150

1160

1920

1930

194013501340

1310

1330

1810/1840

1070/1090

1020/
1100/
1105/1120

1080

Parts designation for privat cars
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 1175 Front cover
 1185 Front cover - upper
 1240 Front panel - upper
 1410 Front wing complete
 1415 Front wing - upper
 1420 Front wing - center
 1425 Front wing - lower
 1640 Bonnet panel
 1720 Cowl panel front
 1740 Cowl panel front with A-posts
 1780 Ventilation panel front
 1790 Ventilation panel protective moulding front
 2010 Front door complete
 2015 Front door - upper
 2020 Front door - center

 2025 Front door - lower
 2100 „B“ post/centre pillar complete
 2160 Rear door complete
 2165 Rear door - upper
 2170 Rear door - center
 2175 Rear door - lower
 2260 Window frame front / rear
 2480 Outer sill panel
 2545 Cover outer sill panel
 3010 Side panel rear complete
 3025 Side panel rear - upper
 3040 Side panel rear - center
 3045 Side panel rear - lower
 3180 „C“ post/rear pillar

1640 1780/1790 1720

1740

3180
3025

3040

3045

3010

3180

3025

3040

3045

3010

2260

2480

2545

2100
2260

2165

2170

2175

21602015

2020

2025

2010

2015

2020

2025

2010

1415

1420

1425

1410

1175/1185/1240

Parts designation for private cars
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3520

3530

3830/
3860

1890
2940

2010

3525

3420

 1890 Windscreen frame
 2010 Front door complete
 2800 Roof panel (in IE with r.frame and pillars)
 2810 Roof panel - center
 2815 Roof panel - side
 2835 Folding roof / sliding roof
 2880 Hardtop
 2890 Roof moulding
 2940 Roll bar complete
 3230 Rear wing
 3250 Side panel - rear
 3400 Cowl panel rear
 3405 Cowl protective moulding rear
 3420 Cover soft-top  
 3430 Boot lid

 3520 Tailgate with window frame
 3525 Tailgate - upper
 3530 Tailgate - lower 
 3735 Rear spoiler
 3740 Rear spoiler - center
 3790 Rear panel
 3795 Rear panel - upper
 3800 Rear panel - lower
 3810 Rear skirt
 3815 Rear skirt - center
 3820 Rear skirt - side
 3830 Rear cover complete
 3835 Rear cover - upper
 3845 Rear cover - lower
 3860 Rear bumper

Parts designation for private cars

2810/2835

2815

2890

2800/2880

3250 3230 3400/3405

3735/3740
3430

3795/
3835

3800/
3845

3790/3830

3820

3810/3815

3820

3830/3860
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2810

2815

2800/2850 2890

3760

353035203830/
3860

3060

3140

3075

3090

3100

3790

3810/3815

3010

3025

3040

3045

3140

2805

3525

3820

3820

Estate

 2800 Roof panel (in IE with r.frame and pillars)
 2805 Roof panel front
 2810 Roof panel - center
 2815 Roof panel - side 
 2850 Roof panel rear
 2890 Roof moulding
 3010 Side panel rear complete 
 3025 Side panel rear - upper 
 3040 Side panel rear - center
 3045 Side panel rear - lower
 3060 Side panel rear (with side door) complete
 3075 Side panel rear (with side door)-upper
 3090 Side panel rear (with side door)-center

 3100 Side panel rear (with side door)- lower
 3140 Side panel pillars
 3520 Tailgate with window frame
 3525 Tailgate - upper
 3530 Tailgate - lower
 3760 Luggage compartment - floor
 3790 Rear panel
 3810 Rear skirt
 3815 Rear skirt - center
 3820 Rear skirt - side 
 3830 Rear cover complete
 3860 Rear bumper

Parts designation for private cars
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The estimate for painting cross-country vehicles is made in eyactly the same way as that for painting the metal 
parts of private cars.

All paint types, paint levels, as well as time and material specifications can be used in unchaged form for cross-
country vehicles.

Explanatory note for painting cross-country vehicles

The panels/parts comprise all series-painted metal parts of the relevant model of vehicle.

Front of vehicle: - All external front panels
 - Both front wings, complete
 - Front bonnet
    As well as, depending on the model:
 - Front apron
 - Front grille
 - Side panel, front
 - etc. 

Side of vehicle: - Front wing, complete
 - Front door, complete
 - Sill panel
 - Front bonnet
   As well as, depending on the model:
 - Rear door, complete
 - Rear wing
 - Side roll bar

Rear of vehicle: - All rear panels
 - Both rear side panels, complete
 - Rear doors/teilboard
   As well as, depending on the model:
 - Both rear wings
 - etc.

Complete painting - Front of vehicle
without roof: - Rear of vehicle
 - All doors complete
 - Both sill panels

Complete painting: - Complete painting without roof
 - Roof

The Additional work section describes the labour times and material costs which should also be included in the 
estimate.

The estimation data for non-series or non-series-painted parts mmay be derived from the special table Mean 
values for painting metal parts OFF the vehicle.

It should be noted that plasticparts are not included in the batch painting items!

Explanatory note for painting cross-country vehicles
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Paint job order: Suzuki Grand Vitara (Mod. 05) (ST) 2005-, Station, 3-door
 Uni/Metallic 2-coat painting (ready-made tint of a water base coat;
 a colour sample ist prepared)
 
 - Paint front left wing (replaced)
    (panel beaten, less than 50 % smoothing area)

 - Front left door (repalced)

Calculation:  Labour Material
	 	 				hrs	 					£

 - Front left wing 1,1 29.70
   (level  III   )

 - Front left door 2,0 157.20
   (lever    I   )

 - Preparation for painting 2,1 50.90
   (Wing dismantled and primed;
   both parts of vehicle completely painted)

 - Colour sample and final colour matching 0,3 3.50  

 Total labour time 5,5 hrs
	 Total	paint	material	 	 241.30	£
 (by paint material index 100%)

Application example for cross-country vehicles

Basic conditions: - All labour times and material costs must be added

  - The labour time and material for the preparation for painting are added   
   for each applicatin of paint

  - For larger repair paint jobs, batch items should be used as far as possible

  - It is important to observe the paint types and paint levels
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 1010 Front bumper 
 1050 Front bumper partial /corner
 1150 Headlamp rim
 1175 Front cover 
 1200 Front grille
 1230 Front panel complete 
 1240 Front panel - upper 
 1250 Front panel - center
 1260 Front panel - lower 
 1410 Front wing complete 
 1415 Front wing - upper 
 1420 Front wing - center
 1425 Front wing - center 
 1440 Side panel - front
 1500 Front wheel arch extension
 1640 Bonnet panel 
 1720 Cowl panel front 
 1740 Cowl panel front with A-posts 
 1780 Ventilation panel front
 1790 Ventilation panel protective moulding front
 1810 „A“ post - upper (windscreen pillar) 
 2010 Front door complete 
 2015 Front door - upper
 2020 Front door - center
 2025 Front door - lower

 2480 Outer sill panel 
 2800 Roof panel (in IE with r.frame and pillars) 
 2835 Folding roof / sliding roof
 2860 High roof panel
 3010 Side panel rear complete
 3025 Side panel rear - upper
 3040 Side panel rear - center
 3045 Side panel rear - lower
 3150 Side panel wheel arch extension
 3270 Rear body corner panel complete
 3275 Rear body corner panel - upper 
 3280 Rear body corner panel - lower
 3380 Rear frame (inclusive corner panels)
 3540 Tailgate - upper
 3545 Tailgate - lower
 3560 Tailgate (in one part) - complete
 3630 Tailgate left complete
 3650 Tailgate right complete
 3790 Rear panel 
 3830 Rear cover complete
 3860 Rear bumper 
 3880 Rear bumper - side 
 3890 Rear bumper partial  / corner
 3915 Rear bumper cover - side

Station wagon 3/4 door
(2 side doors + 1 or 2 rear doors/tailboards)

2800/2835/2860
1810

1720/
1740

1780/
1790

1640

1150

1200

1010/1050

1175/1230/1240/1250/1260

1410/1415/
1420/1425

1500

1440
2480

2010/2015/
2020/2025

3150

3010/3025/
3040/3045

3270

3830/3860

3880/3915/3890

3790

3280

3275

3540

3545

36303560

3380

3560

3650

Parts designation for cross-country vehicles
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Station wagon 5/6 door
(4 side doors + 1 or 2 rear doors/teilboards)

2800/2835/2860
1810

1720/
1740

1780/
1790

1640

1150

1200

1010/1050

1175/1230/1240/
1250/1260

1410/1415/
1420/1425

1500 1440 2480

2010/2015/
2020/2025

2100

2160/2165/
2170/2175

3150

3010/3025/
3040/3045

3270

3830/3860

3880/3890/3915

3790

3275

3280

3540

3545

36303560

3380

3560

3650

Parts designation for cross-country vehicles

 1010 Front bumper 
 1050 Front bumper partial /corner
 1150 Headlamp rim
 1175 Front cover 
 1200 Front grille
 1230 Front panel complete 
 1240 Front panel - upper 
 1250 Front panel - center
 1260 Front panel - lower 
 1410 Front wing complete 
 1415 Front wing - upper 
 1420 Front wing - center
 1425 Front wing - center 
 1440 Side panel - front
 1500 Front wheel arch extension
 1640 Bonnet panel 
 1720 Cowl panel front 
 1740 Cowl panel front with A-posts 
 1780 Ventilation panel front
 1790 Ventilation panel protective moulding front
 1810 „A“ post - upper (windscreen pillar) 
 2010 Front door complete 
 2015 Front door - upper
 2020 Front door - center
 2025 Front door - lower
 2100 „B“ post/centre pillar complete
 2160 Rear door complete 

 2165 Rear door - upper 
 2170 Rear door - center 
 2175 Rear door - lower 
 2480 Outer sill panel 
 2800 Roof panel (in IE with r.frame and pillars) 
 2835 Folding roof / sliding roof
 2860 High roof panel
 3010 Side panel rear complete
 3025 Side panel rear - upper
 3040 Side panel rear - center
 3045 Side panel rear - lower
 3150 Side panel wheel arch extension
 3270 Rear body corner panel complete
 3275 Rear body corner panel - upper 
 3280 Rear body corner panel - lower
 3380 Rear frame (inclusive corner panels)
 3540 Tailgate - upper
 3545 Tailgate - lower
 3560 Tailgate (in one part) - complete
 3630 Tailgate left complete
 3650 Tailgate right complete
 3790 Rear panel 
 3830 Rear cover complete
 3860 Rear bumper 
 3880 Rear bumper - side 
 3890 Rear bumper partial  / corner
 3915 Rear bumper cover - side
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1880

1890

1720

1780/
1790

1640

1175/1230/1240/
1250/1260

1200

1150

1010 1410/1415/
1420/1425

1500

1440

2480

2010/2015/
2020/2025

2940/2945

3150

3010/3025/
3040/3045 3650

3560

3380

3270

3545
3790

3830/
3860

3880/3890/
3915

2530

1400
1440

3630

Open jeeps

 1010 Front bumper 
 1150 Front bumper partial /corner
 1175 Front cover 
 1200 Front grille
 1230 Front panel complete 
 1240 Front panel - upper 
 1250 Front panel - center
 1260 Front panel - lower 
 1400 Front wing
 1410 Front wing complete 
 1415 Front wing - upper
 1420 Front wing - center 
 1425 Front wing - lower
 1440 Side panel - front
 1500 Front wheel arch extension
 1720 Cowl panel front 
 1780 Ventilation panel front
 1790 Ventilation panel protective moulding front
 1880 Crossbeam windscreen upper 
 1890 Windscreen frame
 2010 Front door complete 
 2015 Front door - upper 
 2020 Front door - center

 2025 Front door - lower
 2480 Outer sill panel 
 2530 Step (door)
 2940 Roll bar complete
 2945 Roll bar side
 3010 Side panel rear complete 
 3025 Side panel rear - upper 
 3040 Side panel rear - center
 3045 Side panel rear - lower
 3150 Side panel wheel arch extension
 3270 Rear body corner panel complete 
 3380 Rear frame (inclusive corner panels)
 3545 Tailgate - lower
 3560 Tailgate (in one part) - complete
 3630 Tailgate left complete
 3650 Tailgate right complete
 3790 Rear panel
 3830 Rear cover complete
 3860 Rear bumper 
 3880 Rear bumper - side
 3890 Rear bumper partial  / corner
 3915 Rear bumper cover - side

Parts designation for cross-country vehicles
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Pick-up trucks

2800/2835

1810

1720/1740

1780/1790

1640

1175/1230/
1240/1250/1260

1200

1150

1010

1410/1415/
1420/1425

1500

1440

2480

2010/2015/
2020/2025

2720/2730/
2740/2745

3150

3010/3025/
3040/3045

3650

3560

3380

3480

3230
3490

2675

2700 2660

3500

3545

3790

3830/3860

3880/3890/3915

3765

3630

Parts designation for cross-country vehicles

 1010 Front bumper 
 1150 Headlamp rim
 1175 Front cover 
 1200 Front grille
 1230 Front panel complete 
 1240 Front panel - upper 
 1250 Front panel - center
 1260 Front panel - lower 
 1410 Front wing complete 
 1415 Front wing - upper 
 1420 Front wing - center
 1425 Front wing - center 
 1440 Side panel - front
 1500 Front wheel arch extension
 1640 Bonnet panel 
 1720 Cowl panel front 
 1740 Cowl panel front with A-posts 
 1780 Ventilation panel front
 1790 Ventilation panel protective moulding front
 1810 „A“ post - upper (windscreen pillar) 
 2010 Front door complete 
 2015 Front door - upper
 2020 Front door - center
 2025 Front door - lower
 2480 Outer sill panel 
 2660 Cab rear panel complete
 2675 Cab rear panel - upper
 2700 Cab rear panel - lower

 2720 Rear body corner complete
 2730 Rear body corner - upper
 2740 Rear body corner - center
 2745 Rear body corner - lower
 2800 Roof panel (in IE with r.frame and pillars) 
 2835 Folding roof / sliding roof
 3010 Side panel rear complete
 3025 Side panel rear - upper
 3040 Side panel rear - center
 3045 Side panel rear - lower
 3150 Side panel wheel arch extension
 3230 Rear wing 
 3380 Rear frame (inclusive corner panels)
 3480 Liftgate - side
 3490 Liftgate - rear
 3500 Rear body corner panel lower (Pick-Up)
 3545 Tailgate - lower
 3560 Tailgate (in one part) - complete
 3630 Tailgate left complete
 3650 Tailgate right complete
 3765 Luggage compartment - floor
 3790 Rear panel 
 3830 Rear cover complete
 3860 Rear bumper 
 3880 Rear bumper - side 
 3890 Rear bumper partial  / corner
 3915 Rear bumper cover - side
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The estimate for painting commercial vehicles is made in exactly the same way as that for painting the metal parts 
of private cars.

All paint types, paint levels, as well as time and material specifications can be used in unchanged form for com-
mercial vehicles.

The panels and parts comprise all series-painted metal parts of the relevant model of vahicle.

Front: Front part from door to door, incl. front wing/corner panels
 (excluding front bumpers)

Side: From front to rear
 (excluding wings/corner parts front and back, excluding loading board)

Rear: Rear part from side part to side part incl. rear corner part
 (excluding rear bumpers, excluding loading board)

Panels/parts may be combined. Double evaluation of individual parts is excluded by the sizes of the batches.

The calculation of individual panels or parts must include, in addition to the vehicle type an model, the respective 
design variant, such as:

Panels or parts: - including or excludign glass parts

Side: - including side door or front/rear side panel

Rear: - Rear door/tailboard (single) or rear door (2-part)

Structure length/wheel base: - normal, short, medium, long (in mm)

Roof height/structure height: - normal, high (in mm)

It should be noted that plasticparts are not included in the batch painting items!

Explanatory note for painting commercial vehicles

Painting panels and parts of commerical vehicles

Design variants of commercial vehicles
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Paint job order: Volkswagen T4, Box-type/commercial vehicle, wheel base 2920, Model 91-
 Uni/Metallic 1-coat painting (ready-made tint used; no colour sample is prepared)

 - Paint left wing
   (panel beaten, less than 50 % smoothing area)
 
 - Front left door (replaced)

Calculation:  Labour Material
	 	 			hrs	 						£

 - Front left wing 1,1 28.50
   (level  III  )

 - Front left door 1,4 92.40
   (level    I   )

 - Preparation for painting 1,5 50.90
   (Door dismantled and primed;
   both parts completely painted on vehicle)

 Total labour time 4,0 hrs
	 Total	paint	material	 		 171.80	£
 (by paint material index 100%)

Applicatin example: commercial vehicles

Basic conditions: - All labour times and material costs must be added

  - The labour time and material for the preparation for painting are added   
   for each applicatin of paint

  - For larger repair paint jobs, batch items should be used as far as possible

  - It is important to observe the paint types and paint levels
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Pick-up truck, bogie with single cabin

2800/2860

1720/1740

1640

1240
1175/1230

1260

1010

1040/1080

1410/1415/1420/
1425/1450/1455/
1460/1465

2480/2490

2010/2015/
2020/2025

2720/2730/
2740/2745

1810

2680/2685
2665/2670

2700

3460

3790/3490

3010/3045/3480

3110

3230

3500

3860/3870

3880/3915

Parts designations for commercial vehicles

 1010 Front bumper 
 1040 Front bumper - side 
 1080 Front bumper cover - side 
 1175 Front cover 
 1230 Front panel complete 
 1240 Front panel - upper 
 1260 Front panel - lower 
 1410 Front wing complete 
 1415 Front wing - upper 
 1420 Front wing - center 
 1425 Front wing - lower
 1450 Front corner part complete
 1455 Front corner part - upper
 1460 Front corner part - center 
 1465 Front corner part - lower
 1640 Bonnet panel 
 1720 Cowl panel front 
 1740 Cowl panel front with A-posts 
 1810 „A“ post - upper (windscreen pillar) 
 2010 Front door complete
 2015 Front door - upper 
 2020 Front door - center
 2025 Front door - lower
 2480 Outer sill panel 
 2490 Knee piece/sill panel underneath front door 

 2665 Cab rear panel complete, glazed
 2670 Cab rear panel complete, non glazed
 2680 Cab rear panel - upper, glazed 
 2685 Cab rear panel - upper, non glazed
 2700 Cab rear panel - lower
 2720 Rear body corner complete
 2730 Rear body corner - upper
 2740 Rear body corner - center
 2745 Rear body corner - lower
 2800 Roof panel (in IE with r.frame and pillars) 
 2860 High roof panel 
 3010 Side panel rear complete
 3045 Side panel rear - lower
 3110 Stow lid in side panel - lower
 3230 Rear wing 
 3460 Servicing door - lower 
 3480 Liftgate - side
 3490 Liftgate - rear
 3500 Rear body corner panel lower (Pick-Up)
 3790 Rear panel 
 3860 Rear bumper 
 3870 Rear bumper - center 
 3880 Rear bumper - side 
 3915 Rear bumper cover - side
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2800/2860

1720/1740

1640

1240
1175/1230

1260

1010

1040/1080

1410/1415/1420/
1425/1450/1455/
1460/1465

2480/2490

2010/2015/
2020/2025

1810

2360-2385

2720/2730/
2740/2745

2680/2685
2665/2670

2700

3790/3490

3460

2130-2145

2180-2210

2540

3110

3010/3045/3480

3230

35003880/3915

3860/3870

Pick-up truck, bogie with double cabin

Parts designations for commercial vehicles

 1010 Front bumper 
 1040 Front bumper - side 
 1080 Front bumper cover - side 
 1175 Front cover 
 1230 Front panel complete 
 1240 Front panel - upper 
 1260 Front panel - lower 
 1410 Front wing complete 
 1415 Front wing - upper 
 1425 Front wing - center 
 1450 Front corner part complete 
 1640 Bonnet panel 
 1720 Cowl panel front 
 1740 Cowl panel front with A-posts 
 1810 „A“ post - upper (windscreen pillar) 
 2010 Front door complete 
 2130 „B“ post behind front door complete 
 2135 „B“ post behind front door - upper
 2145 „B“ post behind front door - lower
 2180 Side door complete, glazed 
 2185 Side door complete, non glazed
 2190 Side door - upper, glazed 
 2195 Side door - upper, non glazed
 2210 Side door - lower
 2360 Side panel front complete, glazed 
 2365 Side panel front complete, non glazed

 2370 Side panel front - upper, glazed
 2375 Side panel front - upper, non glazed
 2385 Side panel front - lower
 2480 Outer sill panel 
 2490 Knee piece/sill panel underneath front door 
 2540 Outer sill panel rear 
 2665 Cab rear panel complete, glazed
 2670 Cab rear panel complete, non glazed
 2680 Cab rear panel - upper, glazed
 2685 Cab rear panel - upper, non glazed
 2700 Cab rear panel - lower
 2720 Rear body corner complete
 2800 Roof panel (in IE with r.frame and pillars) 
 2860 High roof panel 
 3010 Side panel rear complete
 3045 Side panel rear - lower
 3230 Rear wing 
 3460 Servicing door - lower 
 3480 Liftgate - side
 3490 Liftgate - rear
 3500 Rear body corner panel lower (Pick-Up)
 3790 Rear panel 
 3860 Rear bumper 
 3870 Rear bumper - center 
 3880 Rear bumper - side 
 3915 Rear bumper cover - side
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Estate / Bus

2800/2805/
2850/2860

1720/1740

1640

1240
1175/1230

1260

1010

1040/1080

1410/1415/1420/
1425/1450/1455/
1460/1465

2490/
2480

1810

2010-2025

2300-2335/
2360-2385

2420-2450

3230

3015-3045

3270-3280

2100/
2130-2145

2540
2180-2210

3790

3065-31003880/3915

3860/3870

3460

3575-3595

3600-3620

Parts designations for commercial vehicles

 1010 Front bumper 
 1040 Front bumper - side 
 1080 Front bumper cover - side 
 1175 Front cover 
 1230 Front panel complete 
 1240 Front panel - upper 
 1260 Front panel - lower 
 1410 Front wing complete 
 1415 Front wing - upper 
 1425 Front wing - center 
 1450 Front corner part complete 
 1640 Bonnet panel 
 1720 Cowl panel front 
 1740 Cowl panel front with A-posts 
 1810 „A“ post - upper (windscreen pillar) 
 2010 Front door complete 
 2100 „B“ post/centre pillar complete
 2130 „B“ post behind front door complete 
 2180 Side door complete, glazed 
 2190 Side door - upper, glazed
 2210 Side door - lower
 2300 Side panel connecting piece complete, glazed 
 2360 Side panel front complete, glazed 
 2370 Side panel front - upper, glazed
 2385 Side panel front - lower

 2420 Side panel center complete, glazed 
 2480 Outer sill panel 
 2490 Knee piece/sill panel underneath front door 
 2540 Outer sill panel rear 
 2800 Roof panel (in IE with r.frame and pillars) 
 2805 Roof panel front 
 2850 Roof panel rear 
 2860 High roof panel 
 3015 Side panel rear complete, glazed 
 3065 Side panel rear (with side door) cpl.,glazed 
 3070 Side panel rear (with side door) cpl.,non gl. 
 3230 Rear wing 
 3270 Rear body corner panel complete 
 3460 Servicing door - lower 
 3575 Tailgate (in one part) complete, glazed 
 3585 Tailgate (in one part) - upper, glazed 
 3595 Tailgate (in one part) - lower 
 3600 Tailgate (one) in 2 parts complete, glazed 
 3610 Tailgate (one) in 2 parts - upper, glazed 
 3620 Tailgate (one) in 2 parts - lower 
 3790 Rear panel 
 3860 Rear bumper 
 3870 Rear bumper - center 
 3880 Rear bumper - side 
 3915 Rear bumper cover - side
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Box-type van / commercial vehicle

1410-1465

2490/
2480

1810

2010-2025

2300-2335/
2360-2385

2420-2450

3230

3015-3045

3270-3280

2800/2805/
2850/2860

1720/1740

1640

12401175/1230

1260

1010

1040/1080

3575/3595

3600-3620

3860/3870
3880/3915 3065-3100

3790

2180-2210

2540

2100/
2130-2145

3460

 1010 Front bumper 
 1040 Front bumper - side 
 1080 Front bumper cover - side 
 1175 Front cover 
 1230 Front panel complete 
 1240 Front panel - upper 
 1260 Front panel - lower 
 1410 Front wing complete 
 1450 Front corner part complete 
 1640 Bonnet panel 
 1720 Cowl panel front 
 1740 Cowl panel front with A-posts 
 1810 „A“ post - upper (windscreen pillar) 
 2010 Front door complete 
 2130 „B“ post behind front door complete 
 2180 Side door complete, glazed 
 2185 Side door complete, non glazed 
 2300 Side panel connecting piece complete, glazed 
 2305 Side panel connecting piece complete, non gl. 
 2360 Side panel front complete, glazed 
 2365 Side panel front complete, non glazed 
 2420 Side panel center complete, glazed 
 2425 Side panel center complete, non glazed 
 2480 Outer sill panel 
 2490 Knee piece/sill panel underneath front door 
 2540 Outer sill panel rear 

 2800 Roof panel (in IE with r.frame and pillars) 
 2805 Roof panel front 
 2850 Roof panel rear 
 2860 High roof panel 
 3015 Side panel rear complete, glazed 
 3020 Side panel rear complete, non glazed 
 3065 Side panel rear (with side door) cpl.,glazed 
 3070 Side panel rear (with side door) cpl.,non gl. 
 3230 Rear wing 
 3270 Rear body corner panel complete 
 3460 Servicing door - lower 
 3575 Tailgate (in one part) complete, glazed 
 3580 Tailgate (in one part) complete, non glazed 
 3585 Tailgate (in one part) - upper, glazed 
 3590 Tailgate (in one part) - upper, non glazed 
 3595 Tailgate (in one part) - lower 
 3600 Tailgate (one) in 2 parts complete, glazed 
 3605 Tailgate (one) in 2 parts complete, non gl. 
 3610 Tailgate (one) in 2 parts - upper, glazed 
 3615 Tailgate (one) in 2 parts - upper, non glazed 
 3620 Tailgate (one) in 2 parts - lower 
 3790 Rear panel 
 3860 Rear bumper 
 3870 Rear bumper - center 
 3880 Rear bumper - side 
 3915 Rear bumper cover - side 

Parts designations for commercial vehicles
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Paint order: Mercedes A140-190 (W168)
 Uni/Metallic 2-coat painting with water-based paint

 - Bonnet panel (metal)
 - Paint front bumper (plastic)

Data page (see page 482)

User guide / Application example
▲

▲
▲

A140-190 (W168)

1997-2004
5-doors

Pos. FRONT Zones

1330 Front panel inner - upper

1350 Front panel inner - lower

1640 Bonnet panel

1810 A post - upper (windscreen pillar)

1920 Wheelhouse less bulkhead

1930 Engine compartment less bulkhead

MIDDLE

2010 Front door complete K
2015 Front door - upper B-D
2025 Front door - lower E
2100 B post/centre pillar complete

2160 Rear door complete K
2165 Rear door - upper B-D
2175 Rear door - lower E
2260 Window frame front / rear

2480 Outer sill panel

2810 Roof panel - center

2815 Roof panel - side

REAR

3010 Side panel rear complete K 

3760 Luggage compartment - floor

3790 Rear panel

PLASTIC PARTS

1010 Front bumper k 

1200 Front grille

1410 Front wing complete

2050 Front door moulding

2060 Exterior mirror

2285 Rear door moulding

3520 Tailgate with window frame

3525 Tailgate - upper

3530 Tailgate - lower

 -  - 0.4 9.60  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.4 10.80  -  -  -  -

MERCEDES-BENZ © by EurotaxGlass's 2011 MERCEDES-BENZ
Uni/Metallic 1-Coat Uni/Metallic 2-Coat

New panel E Surface Repair Repair New panel E Surface Repair Repair
New panel M Interior panel to 50% over 50% New panel M Interior panel to 50% over 50%

Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £

 -  - 0.5 -  - 0.4 12.40  -  -  -  -  -  -  -

 -  - 0.5 24.30  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.6 27.30  -  -  -  -

1.1 59.00 0.6 29.90 1.2 36.90 1.8 45.00 1.2 70.00 0.6 33.70 1.3 41.40 1.9 49.20

1.0 14.10 0.4 6.80 0.8 8.40 1.1 10.20 1.1 16.50 0.4 7.60 0.8 9.40 1.1 11.10

 -  - 0.5 19.20  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.5 21.60  -  -  -  -

1.5 95.70 0.7 48.50 1.5 59.90 2.4 73.00 1.6 113.60 0.8 54.60 1.6 67.20 2.5 79.90

 -  - 0.6 28.20 1.1 34.80 1.7 42.50  -  - 0.6 31.80 1.2 39.10 1.8 46.50

 -  - 0.5 16.90 0.9 20.90 1.4 25.50  -  - 0.5 19.10 1.0 23.40 1.4 27.90

1.5 35.20 0.5 16.90 0.9 20.90  -  - 1.6 41.40 0.5 19.10 1.0 23.40  -  -

1.4 83.50 0.7 42.30 1.4 52.20 2.2 63.70 1.4 99.10 0.7 47.60 1.5 58.60 2.3 69.70

1.3 27.00 0.5 13.00 0.9 16.00 1.3 19.50 1.4 31.70 0.5 14.60 0.9 18.00 1.3 21.40

5.0 188.70 1.0 90.80 2.3 112.10 3.7 136.70 5.5 222.00 1.2 102.20 2.5 125.70 3.9 149.60

1.1 16.40 0.4 7.90 0.8 9.70 1.1 11.90 1.1 19.30 0.4 8.90 0.8 10.90 1.1 13.00

1.9 53.90 0.6 25.90 1.1 32.00 1.7 39.10 2.1 63.40 0.6 29.20 1.2 35.90 1.7 42.70

K 1 R K 1 N K 1 G K 2 K 3 K 1 R K 1 N K 1 G K 2 K 3
0.8 80.50   -  -   -  - 0.7 46.20   -  - 0.9 92.50   -  -   -  - 0.8 55.10   - 67.00

0.4 15.30 0.5 17.20 0.6 17.30 0.4 8.80 0.9 10.80 0.4 17.60 0.5 19.50 0.6 19.60 0.4 10.50 1.0 12.80

0.5 26.80   -  -   -  - 0.4 15.40   -  - 0.5 30.80   -  -   -  - 0.5 18.40   - 22.30

0.3 5.70 0.4 6.50 0.5 6.50 0.3 3.30 0.9 4.10 0.3 6.60 0.4 7.30 0.5 7.30 0.3 3.90 0.9 4.80

0.3 6.70   -  -   -  - 0.3 3.90   -  - 0.3 7.70   -  -   -  - 0.3 4.60   - 5.60

0.3 3.80 0.4 4.30 0.5 4.30 0.3 2.20 0.9 2.70 0.3 4.40 0.4 4.90 0.5 4.90 0.3 2.60 0.9 3.20

0.9 94.80   -  -   -  - 0.8 54.50   -  - 1.1 109.00   -  -   -  - 0.9 64.90   - 79.00

  -  -   -  -   -  - 0.4 18.20 1.0 22.30   -  -   -  -   -  - 0.5 21.60 1.1 26.30

  -  -   -  -   -  - 0.6 30.80 1.1 37.80   -  -   -  -   -  - 0.6 36.70 1.2 44.70

 -  - 0.6 28.20 1.1 34.80 1.7 42.50  -  - 0.6 31.80 1.2 39.10 1.8 46.50

 -  - 0.4 10.70 0.8 13.20 1.2 16.10  -  - 0.4 12.10 0.9 14.80 1.2 17.70

 -  - 0.4 3.40  -  -  -  -  -  - 0.4 3.80  -  -  -  -

 -  - 0.6 25.90  -  -  -  -  -  -  - -  - 0.6 29.20

1.3 27.00 0.5 13.00 0.9 16.00 1.3 19.50 1.3 21.401.4 31.70 0.5 14.60

 - 14.00

0.9 18.00

 -

IVIIIIII IVIIIIII IVIIIIII

Preparation for painting

Type of paint

Material type of main work

Main work of painting

on the vehicle Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £

without pre-painting 1,3 33.10 0,4 33.10 1,3 33.10 0,4 33.10 1,7 33.10 0,7 33.10 1,7 33.10 0,7 33.10 0,5 33.10

on the vehicle Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £

with pre-painting 1,5 50.90 1,5 50.90 0,6 50.90 2,1 50.90 2,1 50.90 1,1 50.90

only for dismantled Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £

(assembly part(s) 0,3 33.10 0,3 33.10 0,6 30.70 0,3 30.70 0,5 33.10 0,5 33.10 0,8 30.70 0,5 30.70

Paint of connecting work
with another material or to Spot Repair

that means to a metal- an add. plastic part
or to a plastic- an add. metal part
or to dismantled (assembly part(s) Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs �

an add. Spot Repair 0,6 15.30 0,3 10.50 0,8 15.30 0,5 10.50 0,5 10.50

if required add. to main work

Hrs £  Hrs £ Hrs £
0,2 -- 0,3 -- 0,3 --

 - Colour specimen with final tint Hrs £  Hrs £ Hrs £
    matching 0,2 3.50 0,3 3.50 0,3 3.50

Hrs £ Hrs £
0,1 23.00 0,1 23.00

 - Covering work Hrs £ Hrs £
    on plastic part 0,2 1.20 0,2 1.20

Hrs £ Hrs £ Hrs £

Hrs £
 0,9 4.69

+ Surface operating time                                                                  
per Spot Repair (see pages 15-18)

Spot Repair

Water base coat

Spot Repair

K1R, K2K1N/G, K3

Water base coat

Paint levels I, III, IV II, int. Part

UK II/2011

Uni/Metallic 2-coat

Metal part(s) Plastic part(s) Metal part(s) Plastic part(s)

Uni/Metallic 1-coat

I, III, IV 

Total

 - Mix paint in mixer

 - Two-tone painting

K1N/G, K3 K1R, K2
II, int. part I, III, IV 

II, int. Part

II, int. part
K1R, K2K1N/G, K3

I, III, IVK1N/G, K3 K1R, K2
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What is to be painted? Paint expenditures

  ______________________
  ______________________
  ______________________

In
su

ra
nc

e

How is the painting to be done?

Calculation on arrival
C

us
to

m
er

 o
r 

ve
hi

cl
e 

ow
ne

r

Labour 

Total painting costs without VAT

Paint levels for metal parts

£

Order No.  _______________________
  _______________________
  _______________________

Estimate for painting costs

Paint type: Uni / Metallic 1-coat
 Uni / Metallic 2-coat
 (Metallic, Mica, Pearl, Xirallic)

Advisor: ____________   Date: _________ 

Totals

Enter your own hourly rate 
and material index here:

x Index

Paint levels for plastic parts

K1R K1N K1G K2 K3
P

ar
t i

s 
di

sm
an

tl
ed

 p
re

-
pa

in
te

d

P
ar

t i
s 

di
sm

an
tl

ed
, p

ai
nt

ed

P
la

st
ic

 p
ar

t

Paint material 
costs

£

▲
▲

I II III IV

hrs.

▲
▲

"Preparation for painting" for main work

If required, "preparation for painting" for connecting work

Mix paint in mixer

Colour sample and final tint matching

Pos.-
Nr.

Teil- bzw. Partie-Bezeichnung

x Hoaurly
	 										£

==

Veh. type:   _________________
   _________________
First reg.:   _______  ______
Chassis no.:  _________________  
Colour code:  _________________  

Mercedes

A140-190

1.10  1997

II

I

1640

1010

Bonnet panel

Front bumper

x

x K1R

I 1.2

0.9

2.1

0.5

0.3

0.3

92.50

70.00

3.50

50.90

227.405.3

10.50
----

£
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Make of vehicle Position of colour number Make of vehicle Position of colour number

Information on the positions of the colour number/colour code

4 5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

2223

1

2

3

24

25

26

Alfa Romeo ......................................................... 3 / 5 / 14 / 25 / 26 
American Motors ...................................................................8 / 22 
Audi ................................................................................. 4 /12 / 16 
Austin ................................................................................. 2 / 3 / 4 
BMW .................................................... 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 9 / 10 / 20 / 24 
Buick ...............................................................................6 / 21 / 22 
Cadillac ....................................................... 5 / 6 / 10 / 19 / 20 / 21 
Chevrolet ........................................ 1 / 2 / 3 / 5 / 6 / 9 / 20 / 21 / 22 
Chrysler........................................... 1 / 2 / 8 / 10 / 19 / 20 / 21 / 22 
Citroën ....................1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 20 / 21 / 22 / 25  
Dacia ...........................................................................................10 
Daewoo ............................................................................. 2 / 9 / 21 
Daihatsu ..............................................................  5 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 21
Dodge ......................................................................................... 20 
Fiat .......................................... 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 / 10 / 14 / 20 / 25 
Ford ...................................................................... 2 / 4 / 9 / 10 / 20 
Ford USA ................................................................... 2 / 9 / 10 / 20 
General Motors ...............................................................6 / 21 / 22 
Honda ...........................................................  2 / 5 / 6 / 20 / 21 / 24 
Hyundai ....................................................... 8 / 9 / 20 / 21 / 22 / 24 
Infiniti ............................................................................................5
Isuzu .............................................................. 2 / 8 / 9 / 20 / 21 / 24 
IVECO .....................................................................................5 / 25 
Jaguar ...............................................................2 / 12 / 20 / 22 / 24 
Jeep ...................................................................2 / 19 / 20 / 21 / 22 
Kia ..................................................... 5 / 6 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 20 / 21 / 24 
Lada..........................................................................6 / 13 / 15 / 19 
Lancia ................................................................. 2 / 4 / 10 / 14 / 25 
Land Rover ................................................................ 1 / 2 / 20 / 21 
Lexus .................................................................. 5 / 8 / 21 / 20 / 24

Lotus ...................................................................................................5 / 24
Maserati .......................................................................................................
Mazda ............................................................... 2 / 3 / 6 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 20 / 21 
Mercedes-Benz ........................................................ 2 / 7 / 10 / 16 / 20 / 25 
MG .......................................................................................................4 / 20
Mini  ............................................................................................. 2 / 10 / 20 
Mitsubishi ................................................................... 2 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 21 / 25 
Moskwitsch ..............................................................................................13 
Nissan ................................................ 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 20 / 21 / 26 / 27 
Oldsmobile ...................................................................................6 / 21 / 22  
Opel ............................................................. 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 6 / 9 / 10 / 20 / 26 
Peugeot ............................................1 / 2 / 3 / 5 / 6 / 8 / 9 /10 / 20 / 22 / 25 
Polski Fiat .............................................................................................4 / 8 
Pontiac .........................................................................................6 / 21 / 22 
Porsche ............................................................. 4 / 9 / 10 / 20 / 21 / 22 / 26 
Puch ...........................................................................................................2 
Range Rover ...................................................................................1 / 2 / 21 
Renault ............................................... 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 / 8 / 10 / 11 / 13 / 20 / 27 
Rover ..................................................................................  2 / 4 / 6 / 8 / 20
Saab ......................................................................................4 / 19 / 20 / 21 
Seat .........................................................................5 / 10 / 16 / 18 / 20 / 24 
Skoda..............................................................................9 / 10 / 16 / 20 / 24 
Ssang Yong ....................................................................................... 20 / 21 
Subaru ............................................................ 2 / 5 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 20 / 21 / 24 
Suzuki .................................................................... 5 / 7 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 20 / 26 
Talbot.......................................................................................... 2 / 4 / 6 / 9 
Toyota .............................................. 4  / 5 / 8 / 9 / 10 / 14 / 20 / 21 / 23 / 24 
Triumph ........................................................................................................ 
Volvo ........................................................................... 3 / 5 / 6 / 10 / 20 / 24
VW ...................................................... 2 / 4  / 12 / 15 / 16 / 17 / 18 / 20 / 24
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 Zones   Example
 k =  complete painted
 k96 =  cpl. painted from year of constr. 96
 b-d =  painting of partial areas
 k/b = complete painted without area b
 Mt =  center section
 St = side part

Explanations and information 2011

Preparation for painting:

1: The work includes only metal part(s) OR only plastic part(s):

    choose time and material for „main work“

2: The work includes metal part(s) AND plastic part(s):

    Rule 1: preparation highest in time ist the „main work“,
     alternative material is „connected work“
    Rule 2: if preparation time is the same, then metal part is „main work“

Paint levels for metal parts: Paint levels for plastic parts:

 I New panel  K1R New part / without tapplying filler
 II Surface  K1N New part / with applying filler / without sanding
 II Interior panel  K1G New part / with applying filler / with sanding
 III Repair painting with smoothing up to 50%  K2 Surface
 IV Repair painting with smoothing of more than 50%  K3 Repair painting

Paint zone identification of body panels:

Paint zone identification of: front wings, 
doors and side/quarter panels

The respective area is noted besides the 
partname

Paint zone identification of bumpers and covers:

!! If two or more partial areas are painted on a panel, the value of the complete panel should always be taken for calculation !!

Kunststoffreparatur:

  Paint Surcharche per Part
 Damage level Time Mat
   Hrs  £
 Light K3 -  -
 Medium K3 0,6  22.50
 Heavy K3 1,1  44.90

Explanation of damages
(extensive expalanation see book pages 54-55)
Light: Shallow scratches no deeper than 1 mm.
Medium: Scratches deeper than 1 mm, surface deformation,  
 some fractured mountings.
Heavy: Cracks and fractures, serious surface deformation  
 (see manufacturer's repair instruction relases)

!! If two or more partial areas are painted on a panel, the value of the complete panel should always be taken for calcula-
tion !!
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Painting of plastic parts

Paint recipes for plastic parts must take account of the following points. The painting process and recipe depend 
on the component characteristics.

- Surface coating Uni/metallic 1 coat
 Uni/metallic 2 coat

- Type of application New part
 Surface finishing
 Paint repair

- Surface characteristics Smooth
 Structured
 Already painted
 Primed
 Unpainted

- Plastic type Hard
 Soft polyurethane foam

For optimal painting procedure and materials, please refer to instructions of the paint and vehicle manufac-
turers.

Additional reference should be made to the table "Eurotax data and painting procedures for plastic compon-
ents".

Plastic parts are mainly dismantled before painting.

Plastic parts can also be painted on the car. Additional covering work has then to be considered (refer to table 
"preparation for painting" and chapter covering).

For painting of non-standard plastic parts and finishes: please refer to special table for painting times and 
costs.

Notes on painting plastic parts
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Paint levels on plastic parts

Paint levels for plastic parts are always designated "K".     
        
Eurotax painting and materials data for plastic parts are subdivided into 5 levels.
Three of those applications are for new parts, and two for repairs.

Levels are divided according to original delivery condition and correct painting procedure for the respective plastic 
components.

 Paint levels For Painting procedure
  (Arrival condition) (after cleaning and sanding)
   
 New part          
    
  K1R Primed  - Apply surface coating

  K1R Not primed - Apply bonding agent and surface coating
            
  K1N Not primed - Apply bonding agent and fillers
   possibly structured surface   or primer before
   coverage inadequate - Surface coating
        
  K1G Not primed - Apply bonding agent and fillers
    not structured,    or primer
   hart plastic - Dry and sand before 
         Surface coating 

  K1G Soft polyurathane foam - Clean thoroughly
      - Fill pores
      - High elastification
      - Apply bonding agent and filler
         or primer
      - Dry and sand before
         Surface coating    
       

 Surface finishing          
            
   K2 Undamaged surface - Apply surface coating
   Repair in different hue   
           

 Paint repair          
            
   K3 Scratches an abrasions - Sand surface
   no deeper than 1 mm, - Apply bonding agent
   not exeeding 2dm2 area - Apply putty and sand down
   (small parts) - Apply fillers/primer
   or 15 % surface area (large parts - Dry an sand before
   such as bumpers)   Surface coating
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Evaluation of main painting procedures for each application.

1) = if not primed  2) = if primed  3) = for GFC components

Scope of work and content of the estimation data for plastic parts

Procedure

Paint levels

K2K1 K3

K1R K1N K1G

   hard

New parts Sur-
face

 Rep-
air

soft
PUR

Preparations for     
painting Prepare and clean all tools and auxiliaries x x x x x x 
 Allow for evaporation time x x x x x x
 Check surface condition, improve as required x x x x x x
 Covering the car x x x x x x
  
 additional work possibly needed:
 Mix paint in mixer x x x x x x
 Color samples and  final matching of color tint x x x x x x

Painting Moving parts and mountings x x x x x x
 Clean component as many times as necessary x x x  x x
 Clean thoroughly    x
 Temper component    x
 Fill pores    x  
 Apply bonding agent x1 x x x  x
 Elastify paint (depending up on paint manufacturer) x x x  x x
 highly elastify paint    x  
 Sanding Old paint     x x
  Surface damage      x
  Apply primer to new parts x2     
  New component x x x x
  Putty   x3   x
  Fillers   x x  x
 Apply putty Surface damage      x
  Small flaws   x3

 Apply fillers Surface damage      x
  New parts  x x x
 Surface coat Structural finish x x   x x
  or
  uni/metallic 1 coat x x x x x x
  or
  uni/metallic 2 coat x x x x x x
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Masking operations

Since plastic somponents are usually dismantled before painting, stripping work is not included in the respective 
calculations.

The following stripping values apply for plastic components which

- are only painted in part (e.g. some types of bumper)

- have different coloured inserts

- have additional parts integrated or attached (e.g. wing mirrors)

and for body plastic panel (e.g. front wing)

See sketch inside back cover at bottom.

The type table indicates the specific zone for each part.

For parts with two or more paint zones, always use the value for the complete part (applies only to individual 
components; attachments and/or covers are calculated separately).

Paint zone identificaiton for add-on parts

                  See table "Preparation for painting"

 Stripping work Stripping time Stripping material cost
	 for	 (hours)	 (£)

 1 Part 0,2 1.20
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Paint materials for plastic parts

All materials (see tables above) the painting material costs tabulated are based on actual material consumption 
and unit costs (respective manufacturer and supplier list prices).

The prices contain all usuale effects paints e.g. Metallic, Mica, Pearl, Xirallic etc...

Became additional with the computation of the materials values for basis and clear coat an appropriate value for 
residues e.g.: pour and decrease considered.

Data table for non-standard plastic parts

To calculate data for non-standard painted parts not included in the basic model, please refer to the table "Average 
values for painting dismantled plastic components".

As stated in the table heading, it is assumed that all these parts are painted in the dismantled condition.

The respective painting application depends in each case on the component surface characteristics and material, 
as well as the type of surface coating.

These non-standard components can be painted together with the vehicle as a whole, or separately.

The calculation data for painting preparation must be selected accordingly.

Paintmaterial: VOC-conformal systems

 - Grinding paper 
  - grinding paper (hand)  
  - grinding paper (oscillator)  
  - adhesive sander disks  
  - scotch brite  
 - Stopper 
  - stopper for plastic-repair (3M5900) 
  - soft-fine plastic 
 - Plastic primer  
  - 1-K plastic filler 
  - plastic primer 
  - 2-K HS primer filler  
 - Lacquer  
  - 2-K Lacquer  
  - water base coat (incl. mica, pearl, xirallic etc.)  
  - clear coat HS

   - Lacquer and additive materials
    - Pore filler (Plastics)
    - 2-K plasticiser
    - Structure Additive
   - Hardener
    - activator for primer
    - 2-K hardener
   - Thinner/Cleaning thinner
    - 2-K thinner/adjusting additive/dem. water
    - silicone remover/degraeser 
    - cleaning thinner
   - Additive
    - masking paper 20 breadth
    - masking paper 90 breadth
    - masking tape 19 breadth
    - border masking tape 6 breadth
    - face mask
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Damage calculation aide for plastic repairs  
(repair of painted, non-textured bumpers, trim panels and components attached to the body)

Repair approval

Nearly all vehicle manufacturers/importers have approved repairs on plastic components attached to the vehicle 
exterior. Repair options and procedures are outlined in the technical documentation published by the manufactu-
rers/importers. 
This can include repairs based on 2K polyurethane/2K epoxy resin, or thermal processes with special soldering 
irons or hot air guns. The repair guidelines and especially the restrictions specified by the vehicle manufacturer 
must be taken into account for all damage estimates and repairs. 

Damage types

Damage to plastic components requiring repair is divided into three categories:

- Light damage Light scratches no deeper than 1 mm

- Medium damage Scratches deeper than 1 mm, minor surface deformation, fractured mountings, 
  if approved by vehicle manufacturer

- Heavy damage Cracks and fractures, major surface deformation

(Classification of the type of damage is based on an average assessment and may deviate from information provided 
by vehicle manufacturers.)

Light and medium damage is normally limited to surface damage. It is generally not necessary to remove the part 
to assess the damage (except for broken fasteners). 

Heavy damage normally extends beyond the surface of the part to include possible damage to underlying defor-
mation elements (plastic honeycombs, Styrofoam, aluminium supports). In these cases, the part must be removed 
to determine the extent of the damage. 

Repairs are not generally recommended when damage is extensive, or deformation elements are severely damaged 
(see technical documentation from manufacturer/importer).
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Damage calculator 

Price calculation

The following calculation table is based on data derived from time studies for 2K materials as well as for thermal 
processes.

Light damage corresponds to the previous K3. 
If necessary and practical, spot painting can be used for paintwork repairs. 

Medium and heavy damage costs can be calculated based on the figures for time and material shown in the table. 

Another decision factor in determining whether plastic repairs are worthwhile is the cost of replacing the damaged 
part.

Table valid as of August 2008. The figures are regularly checked and adjusted if necessary.

The German Bodywork and Paint Commission includes the following members: 

  
 Damage Painting application  
   Repair  Material

 Light K3  – – 

       Medium K3  0.6 hours 22.50 £

  Heavy K3  1.1 hours 44.90 £ 

 K3 (paint repairs)

 ▼
▼

▼
Repair time

Material costs
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Paint memorandum

Repairs on uni and special-effect paintwork

(Version of April 2008)

Great technical progress has been made in recent years both in original paintwork and repair techniques. These 
advances not only apply to paint materials and components such as pigments and special effects, but also to the 
respective application processes. 
Changes have occurred in paint types and in multilayer finishing techniques.

This revised memorandum takes into account the latest state of paint repair technology.

The information given in this memorandum is approved by the following institutions, and therefore applies to all 
paint manufacturers and repair shops:

- Bundesfachgruppe Fahrzeuglackierer
   (im Hauptverband des Deutschen Maler- und Lackiererhandwerks) BFL

- Zentralverband Karosserie- und Fahrzeugtechnik ZKF

- Zentralverband Deutsches Kraftfahrzeuggewerbe ZDK

- Verband der deutschen Lackindustrie e.V. VdL

- Gesamtverband der Deutschen Versicherungswirtschaft e.V. GDV

- AZT Automotive GmbH, Allianz-Zentrum für Technik AZT
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1. Preamble and definitions

Here are some Basic rules on paint repairs are shown below. For any additional information required for specific 
paint types, please refer to chapter 2.

1.1 Extent of painting work

The extent of painting work depends only on the damage and the possible procedure.

Glossy paintwork includes the entire vehicle exterior. Partial paintwork covers only a certain are a of the vehicle. 
This can comprise individual component painting such as a door, or multiple part painting.
In both cases a further subdivision is possible, such as above or below the decorative strip.

Paint repairs with respect to surface area:

Glossy paintwork            Partial paintwork
(entire vehicle)            (part of vehicle)

  Individual component painting Multiple part painting
  One part of vehicle   several parts of vehicle
  - complete  - complete
  - partial  - partial
    - combination

1.2 Paintwork structure and surface painting

Although this memorandum mainly deals with surface painting, careful attention must naturally be paid to substrate 
preparation and paintwork structure including primer coat, putty and fillers.
The colour of the filler should also be carefully considered. 

The optical impression of paintwork depends on gloss, line, hue and effect.
The finish coatings can be subdivided according to the type of lacquer and effects as follows.

  one-layer paint  multi-layer paint
  
  Uni Metallic  Uni Metallic Effects  
    

Special effect pigments such as pearl cause a hue flop. Some kinds of effect paintwork result in a light/dark flop 
and a hue flop at the same time.

Paint memorandum
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1.3 Uniform coating and make-up painting

Repair painting involves uniform coating of the damaged area.
This applies to all kinds of paint.

Make-up painting usually requires 2 or 3 coats for perfect colour matching.
For make-up painting to match the hue and effect, the basis layer is sprayed beyond the actual damage zone and 
the entire part(s) completely covered with clear varnish.
Parts with no direct border, such as the welded sidewall between C-column and roof, are also covered with clear 
varnish.
3-layer paintwork is also covered with clear varnish prior to painting.

Make-up painting is subdivided into:

- interior surface painting

- coverage of one or more neighbouring parts

Interior surface make-up painting should be used as far and as often as possible for 2 and 3-layer paintwork on 
light to medium damage.
Not only is this more cost-effective, but differences in hue and/or effect are thus overcome without being trans-
ferred to the neighbouring part.

Make-up painting of neighbouring parts may also involve additional dismantling and reinstallation work.

The decision on make-up painting of neighbouring parts must be made by a specialist, as far as possible by agree-
ment with the customer and the insurance company.

1.4   Spot paintwork (make-up painting) 

Spot painting is a repair procedure where putty, filler, base and clear coat are limited to the specific area of damage. 
When considering this porcedure the location of the damage, the bordering areas and the paint colour should all 
be taken into account. For further details please refer to the spot painting data sheet.
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1.5 Clear varnishing

For make-up painting of multilayer effect paintwork, the transitional zone of the basis layer can be optimized by 
spraying first with clear varnish or binding agent (see paint manufacturer's technical documentation).

1.6 Corners and flat surfaces

The decision on make-up painting must take account of whether the component and neighbouring parts comprise:

- a flat surface (e.g. wing-door), or
- a corner (e.g. wing-bonnet)

1.7 Colour hue matching and samples

Before paint repairs, a colour sample of the new paint must be compared with the paintwork surrounding the 
damage.

With the AZT system "mix paint in mixer" and "colour specimen with final tint maching" are separate options on 
the work schedule and should be recorded.   

Perfect matching of colour hues and effects is not always possible with paint repairs.

1.8 Price calculation

Price calculation for the following types or paintwork can be based either on the manufacturer's data or on the 
AZT/Schwacke system.

2. Paint types and procedures

The following information on individual paint types is mainly based on the documentation described in chapter 1. 
Brief references or further information are given wherever necessary.

2.1 Part-painting with 1-layer uni hues

Part-painting - of the entire bodywork zone affected or only part of it - is usually no problem with 1-layer uni 
hues.

Some lead-free paints have to be sprayed thicker due to their reduced coverage.

Gloss in matched to the neighbouring zones by polishing.

Make-up painting of neighbouring zones for colour matching is not necessary except for hues which are only 
available ready-mixed and do not fit.

The filler hue must also be adapted.
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2.2 Part-painting with 2-layer paints

2.2.1 2-layer uni paints 

 Paint structure:  1. Filler is coordinated with paint colour as required 
     2. Uni basis paint
     3. 2K clear varnish wet-on-wet

See 2.2.2 below

2.2.2 2-layer metallic paints
 
 Paint structure:  1.Filler is coordinated with paint colour as required 
     2. Metallic basis paint
     3. 2K clear varnish wet-on-wet

Part-painting is also possible with 2-layer metal effect paints.
Matching hues and effects by changing spray technique or by nuancing is more difficult with metal effect paints 
than with uni hues, but can normally be done.

Interior make-up painting is always the best method.

If professionally necessary, make-up painting of one or more neighouring parts on the same level is a viable
alternative.

Make-up painted parts are classified as surface-painted.

2.2.3 2-layer pearl effect paints

 Paint structure:  1. Filler is coordinated with paint colour as required 
     2. Pearl effect basis paint
     3. 2K clear varnish wet-on-wet

See 2.2.2 above.

2.2.4 2-layer fluorized clear varnishing

 Paint structure:  1. Filler is coordinated with paint colour as required 
     2. Special effect basis paint
     3. Fluorized clear varnish wet-on-wet

Apart from their considerably higher cost, fluorized clear varnishes have to be applied in 2 layers as standard.

See 2.2.1 and 2.2.3 above.
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2.3 Part-painting with 3-layer paints

2.3.1 3-layer painting with two clear varnish coats, the first dried and sanded.

 Paint structure:  1. Filler is coordinated with paint colour as required   
     2. Special effect basis paint
     3. 2K clear varnish wet-on-wet, dried and fine-sanded
     4. 2K clear varnish, polished if requried        

See 2.2.2 above.

This process gives an above-average surface finish. The need for final polishing is not clearly indicated by vehicle 
manufacturers at the presend time, but depends on results.

2.3.2 3-layer painting with two clear varnish coats,
 the first coloured

 Paint structure:  1. Filler is coordinated with paint colour as required
     2. Special effect basis paint
     3. 2K clear varnish, coloured, wet-on-wet
     4. 2K clear varnish, wet-on-wet

This gives a special effect with additional hue flop due to colouring of the intermediate layer of clear varnish. Since 
the effect depends on the layer thickness, perfect optical matching is not always possible.

In case interior make-up painting is not possible (e.g. due to the damage location, type and extent), neighbouring 
parts on the same level must also be make-up painted.

2.3.3. 3-layer perlmutt effect painting (with colour hue flop)

 Paint structure:  1. First colour (coloured accordingly)
     2. Perlmutt effect basis paint, wet-on-wet
     3. 2K clear varnish, wet-on-wet

Since this type of basis paint does not normally provide full coverage, a uniform coverage coat of primer is required. 
The final hue and effect depend on the number of basis spray coatings.

The number of basis spray coatings is either specified by the manufacturer, or determined by matching to sample.

In case interior make-up painting is not possible (e.g. due to the damage location, type and extent), neighbouring 
parts on the same level must also be make-up painted. Both the primer and the pearl effect basis paint must be 
sprayed extensively.
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2.4 Special paints

The two groups of special paints most frequently encountered are as follows:

2.4.1 Special effect paints

In most cases non-standard effects such as brilliant, brilliant coloured, diamond and crystal can only be matched 
by painting the entire visible area (e.g. complete side of car) or the entire vehicle.
The instructions of the respective paint manufacturer are to be considered.

2.4.2 Design paints

Repair possibilities depend on the design technique concerned. Design paint repair costs have to be worked out 
on a case by case basis.

3.  Colour hue tolerances for automobile paintwork

DIN 6175 Part 1   Uni paint
 Part 2   Effect paint

The Technical Committee for Colour Norms 24 (FNF 24) has been dealing with colour hue tolerances for several 
years. DIN 6175 Part 1, published in July 1986, defines the tolerances for solid-colour paints. DIN 6175 Part 2, 
published in March 2001, specifies the colour hue tolerances for effect paints. 

DIN 6175 Parts 1 and 2 specifies that automobile paintwork repairs should not deviate from the specified colour 
hue tolerance of the repaired surrounding surfaces or parts of the car compared to the clean original paintwork. 
This entails the following: 

DIN 6175 part 1 Uni paint: 
The defined colour hue tolerance should not be exceeded by more than a factor of 2.0. If the repair zone is separated 
from the original paintwork by seals, trim strips, cavities, etc., the tolerance may be doubled.

DIN 6175 part 2 effect paint: 
For paintwork repairs with effect paint, the defined colour hue tolerance may not be exceeded by more than a factor 
of 1.5. If the repair zone is separated from the original paintwork by seals, trim strips, cavities, etc., the tolerance 
may be doubled.

This norm does not apply for effect paints with colours that change significantly with the angle of view, e.g. paints 
containing liquid crystals or specific interference pigments.
 
Note on colour hue tolerances:
Colour deviations can only be accurately measured using the appropriate instruments. Perfect matching in the 
repair shop requires the trained eye of an expert. 

For the exact definition of colour hue tolerances, please see DIN 6175 Parts 1 and 2, available from Beuth Verlag 
GmbH, 10772 Berlin, Germany. 


